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I recently had the chance to work with 100 group therapists 
introducing SCT over a two-day period. I started with an overview 
of SCT theory, including the theory that functional subgrouping 
puts into practice: that living human systems survive, develop and 
transform through the process of discriminating and integrating 
differences. I cautioned the group that as SCT introduces new 
ways of working, they were facing the universal human challenge 
of opening to difference. As I was presenting a theory and practice 
that would be different for most of them, I asked them, for these 
two days, to temporarily let go of what they already knew and 
experiment and test SCT theory and test the differences, to see if 
this way of working was useful in any way to them, or not.

I described how SCT hypothesizes that we go into three predictable 
roles, when faced with difference that we experience as too 
different. First, we can easily go into a role of denying the difference 
by only seeing how it is similar to what we already know, in this 
case seeing how SCT is just like ______. Another favorite role is 
to try to convert the difference into being like us, e.g., “Wouldn’t 
SCT work better if it let everyone introduce themselves before we 
start like we do in my groups?” Or lastly, we can go into a fight role 
where we criticize, often silently in our heads, or scapegoat the 
difference.

After introducing SCT theory, we started the experiential work 
with 10 volunteers who worked with me as a demonstration group 
to learn functional subgrouping. By the end of the two days, the 
whole large group had learned subgrouping and as a large group, 
we developed to the point of exploring both fight energy and the old 
roles that kept us away from our fight energy. I was moved by the 
work the group performed. Later, I realized I was especially moved 
by the group’s willingness to experiment with the differences that 
SCT introduces. This large group accepted the challenge to test the 
theory by putting subgrouping into practice to see if something 
different happened.

The work this group did is the ongoing work of SCT, putting the 
operational definitions of our theory into practice and testing them. 
At its heart, SCT is research in action or action research. Every 
method operationally defines a theoretical construct and every 
time we work with a group, team or individual, we are researching 
the theory of living human systems, or as Yvonne Agazarian says, 
“testing the validity of the theory and the reliability of its practice.”

Without operational definitions, we have no way to collect data; 
it is highly likely we are in our inner person system. For example, 
when I have an opinion but no data, I am more oriented to my 
inner person subjective experience and I have not yet oriented 
to collecting data outside of myself. Operational definitions not 
only put theory into practice but also help us activate our curious 
observer and shift from inner-person to inter-person system as we 
move from opinion to hypothesis and then collect data to see if 
what we hypothesized happens. As SCT members, this ongoing 
challenge is similar to the challenge the participants in this two-
day training faced, staying open to explore and collect data rather 
than staying with what we know or sense subjectively. .

From the Director
Susan Gantt
sgantt@systemscentered.com
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systems: inner-person, inter-person or system-as-a-whole. As 
each system has its own characteristic roles which are unique 
this lets us know where we are by the role we are in! The 
drawing on the left is the simplest of our maps. As you will see, 
the maps develop from simpler, like this one to more complex 
as can be seen below.

Roles as Systems
Our recent innovation identifies roles as systems. As systems, 
roles acquire the bonus of isomorphy! Because of system 
isomorphy, what we learn about any one role-system will 
apply to all role-systems wherever they are located, and 
whatever their goals. Thus, whatever we learn about how to 
make our role behaviors more effective will generalize to all 
roles. Although inner-person roles are different from inter-
person roles and both are different from the roles that are 
elicited by the dynamics of the system-as-a-whole, from the 
perspective of system isomorphy they all have their structure 
and function in common. Thus, providing we use the Theory 
of Living Human Systems, our systems-centered practice will 
give us feedback as to which of our interventions are driving 
forces and which restraining forces. Whatever works in one 
situation will work in all other similar situations. 

In addition, a major stimulus for our reconceptualizing roles 
as role-systems is recalling the theory that whether or not a 

Use Our Systems-Centered Pictures as a Map!
Yvonne Agazarian
dragazarian@gmail.com

I am my context. From moment to moment I am a different 
system-as-a-whole. From moment to moment I exist in a 
different context which is also a different system-as-
a-whole. When I use our picture diagram as a map, I 
can chart how I move from region to region within it. 
From moment to moment, by observing my role-system 
behavior I can link it to the role-system I am in. I can link 
the role-system I am in to which of the three systems I am 
in. I can also tell whether I am moving towards or away 
from its goals!

Introduction
Focusing on the dynamics of the roles that we play has been 
implicit in much of our earlier work. We were familiar with 
roles that emerged within groups, stimulated by the phases 
of system development, like the roles of identified patient 
and scapegoat. We had also long recognized that system-as-
a-whole phase dynamics were a more powerful influence on 
how we take up our roles than our own free choice. But what 
we hadn’t yet understood is how important it is to see a role 
as related to its context. Once we located roles in the system 
context they represent we discovered that our drawings, like 
the one above, locates the role-system in one of our three 
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goal-oriented force is driving or restraining depends not upon 
the force itself, but upon the goals that are implied by the role-
system behavior. As we know from Lewin’s force field (1951), 
all forces drive towards a goal. Driving forces drive towards 
one particular goal and the opposing restraining forces drive 
towards an equal and opposite goal. It then follows that 
whether a role is a driving or a restraining force depends, not 
upon the roles themselves, but upon whether the goals they 
relate to meet the goals of the current context.

Introducing the Diagnostic Map
Thinking about the drawing below as a map makes it possible 
to diagnose which of the three systems we are living in 
at the moment: inner-person, inter-person or whole-person. 
Parenthetically, it is important to remember that our “whole-
person” is an isomorphic subsystem of the system hierarchy!

As soon as we know what system we are living in, we can also 
know what goals we can reach and also what goals we cannot 
reach, because each of our three systems have different goals 
and they are not inter-changeable. What is more, each system 
has its own characteristic role-systems that are directed 
towards those goals. These role-systems are also not inter-
changeable. So, every time we identify a role system we have 
also identified the system that is its context. Our inner-person 
system role-systems are located in our inner-person system, 
and our inter-person role-systems ae located in our inter-
person system. The role-systems of our whole-system reside in 
our many systems within the hierarchy of systems. 

How do we Recognize a Role-System?
We recognize a role-system by how it is behaving. All role-
systems have different characteristics which we can recognize 

by the way we and others communicate. We can recognize 
the different role-systems by our voice tone, our rhythms, 
our postures, our energy, our eye contact etc. What is more, 
as soon as we have identified a role-system we have also 
identified which system we and others are living in. As each 
of our different system contexts: inner-person, inter-person 
and the contexts of the system-as-a-whole have different and 
idiosyncratic goals, we can also judge whether the resources 
of our specific role-system can relate to our specific system 
goals. Thus our inner-person goals are self-development. If we 
are involved in our personal self-development we are located 
in our inner-person system. 

Our inter-person goals are the development of mutual goals, 
and if we are working with others towards (or away from) 
common goals, we are located in our inter-person system. 
And if we are involved in whole-system development we are 
involved in the many levels of goal in the system hierarchy.

For example, if we are working on our self-development, we 
are related to our inner-person goal. However, if we have 
closed our boundaries (as in the map above) and are unable 
to be curious, we have shifted from an open inner-person 
system with the goals of change, to a closed inner-person 
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survivor system that has paused development while it regains 
its equilibrium.
What is a driving force in one inner-person context may be a 
restraining force in another - and vice versa! Thus, whether 
specific role-systems are a driving or a restraining force in 
relationship to our stated goal depends upon the goal not the 
role behavior. All driving forces in one context are restraining 
forces in an opposite context.

Role Systems as Driving or Restraining 
Forces
In addition to our role-systems serving us as either driving 
or restraining forces to our explicit goal, by identifying 
which system we and others are ‘living’ in, we can also judge 
whether we are related or unrelated to our explicit goal. 
It is thus, in SCT, that the goals of change are always 
consistently the same: to reduce the restraining forces on the 
path to the relevant goal! If we are related to a mutual project 
we are related to an inter-person goal. The first locates our 
personal development inside our inner-person. In the second, 
our personal development is dependent upon our inter-person 
context! 

We Speak Different Languages in The 
Three Different Regions of Our Map!
It is probably a new idea that we have three different languages, 
one for the inner-person system, and another for the inter-
person system and a third for our systems-as-a-whole. What 
is more, by listening to ourselves and how we communicate, 
we can also identify which of our three systems we are living 
in! Are we in our inner-person self, taking things personally, 
anxious or tense perhaps, remembering look-alikes from our 
past?  Or are we in our curious self, open to ourselves with 
curiosity about our many selves? If we are personalizing 
our experience, shutting out others but open to ourself and 
curious about our own experience, we are in what SCT calls 
our “Curious Survivor Role-System.” If we are not even curious 
about ourself, but in a mood, our “self” is on hold, and we are 
stuck. At this point, it is important to take into account both 
our closed and open survivor systems. In our closed survivor 
system we no longer have access to our exploratory drive or 
our curiosity. Without our curiosity we cannot open to new 
information, and without new information we cannot change. 
This is the bad news. The good news is that we can hold 
everything stable under threat, and maintain our viability!

The Language of our Inner-Person Role-
System 
In our inner-person role-systems we use “I” language and 
we talk about “me”, “my” thoughts and “my” feelings.  If we 
are in our closed person-role systems we are not interested in 
anyone else, and we are not even interested in what else is 
going on in ourself. We have a closed mind! If we get anxious 

we probably are making negative predictions and we are not 
curious. If we are in our open, person-role system we can be 
curious about ourself. We can wonder what else is going on 
with us, we can introspect and get insight into our other selves 
and discover things about ourself that we did not know before. 

Our behavioral signals are relatively easy to identify once we 
notice them. Take the way we talk, for example. If our language 
is full of “I think .., I feel … I know… you are my … I think you 
are …”, we are likely to be personalizing our experience, aware 
of ourselves, but probably not aware of others or our context. 
Our role-systems will be loving or hating, scolding or praising, 
compliant or defiant … and we will be nested in our inner-
person system with our energy fueling our self. When we 
personalize we will tend to take everything “just personally”. 
This is gratifying if we are in attunement and resonance with 
others, painful or enraging when we are not. When we are also 
curious about how we are taking things personally, we can 
recognize what role-system we are in. By doing that, we can 
explicitly take note as to whether we are “behaving” in a way 
that connects us to the goal we have at that moment - inner-
person goals or inter-person goals, or whether we have been 
inducted (or are inducting) a role-lock. 

In our inner-person role-systems, when we are frustrated, we 
are likely to be impatient and perhaps blameful or angry with 
whatever is frustrating us. Our postures tend to reflect our role-
systems: slumped inwards looking up under our eyebrows for 
submissive compliant roles, head tilt up looking down one’s 
nose for dominant or defiant. When we are pleased, our 
energy is buoyant; we can smile to ourselves and look pleased 
with ourselves. Others can make the mistake that we are 
available, but we are not! We are not relating to others even if 
it seems as if we are. We are actually still talking to ourself and 
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it is still all about us! We can become quite fascinated by what 
we are saying - and we won’t notice if others are listening! 

Personal Past in Curious Survivor Role-
Systems 
It is important to learn whether our role-systems are past or 
present. If we are personalizing our experience and out of 
touch with ourself - or scaring ourself with look-alikes in our 
past - re-experiencing being anxious and tense and not sure 
how to behave -  with impulses to hide and be “good” like we 
did then - then we are in role-systems that we developed in the 
past. Past role-systems are rarely useful in the present as the 
present is experienced “as if” it is the same as the past. Our 
role-relationships are experienced “as if” they are mirrors of 
the originals. And we tend to react the way we reacted then. 
When we experience the present “as if” it is the past, then we 
know we have retreated into old “survivor role-systems” that 
we developed when we felt insecure and alone with no-one to 
turn to but ourselves. If we are able to turn on our curiosity, 
we can recognize what has happened. This is when our map 
is useful. We can use our map and identify which system we 
are living in, decide which system we would rather be in, and 
discover how to personally change both our system context 
and our role! And if we are able to cross the boundary between 
our inner-person and our inter-person, we can join others so 
that we don’t have to work all alone. In SCT we can always look 
for a subgroup!

Inter-Person Role System
Are you still in your “inner-person” self behavior in which your 
focus is your internal experience, or does your map let you 
know that you have changed into living in your “inter-person” 
self with role-systems that let you become aware of your 
relationship to both yourself and others as well as the goals 
outside yourself in the here-and-now context?  There are two 
kinds of inter-person systems that we can enter when we cross 
the boundary and bring our role-systems with us. We can 
import past survivor systems into the present from our inner-
person and then, there are the present inter-person systems 
that we develop in ourselves and with others in the context of 
the here-and-now. 

It is not difficult to “hear” the shift from our inner-person 
self to the self that is open to others. It is our interpersonal 
self that is aware of others and our context. We have not only 
our life force, but also our exploratory drive. Recognizing this 
shift is relatively easy to identify: Our language will reflect our 
curiosity about others and our context. We will hear ourselves 
or others saying words like: “I, you, and we …?”, “Oh look at 

…?”, “Do you know?”,  “Feel?”,  “Want?”, “Think?”, “Shall we?” 
and all the other ways in which we consider our relationship to 
ourself: “What?”, “Why?”, “Where?”, “When?”, “How””! 

Inter-personal language is the language of functional 
subgrouping: “You are suggesting that …”, “Did you mean that 

…?“  “I can build on your idea  with …”  as well as all the inter-

personal, goal-oriented “What’s?” and “Why’s?”, “Where’s?” 
and “When’s” and  “How’s?” 

Role-Postures Induce Reciprocal Role-
Postures
It probably goes without saying 
that our behavior is also a major 
indicator of our role-system 
goals. It is our behaviors that 
get coded in role-postures that 
developed in the past as we 
negotiated our way through 
our developmental phases and 
get reproduced (and modified) 
in the present. What is 
perhaps not so obvious is that 
role postures tend to induce 
reciprocal role postures - and 
if we are not aware of the role 
induction, before we know it, we have been induced into a role 
response, which can easily end up as a role-lock. 

In SCT, with our developing understanding of roles, there is 
a developing awareness of how we induce, and are induced 
by, role postures, and how we unwittingly respond with role 
responses that were adaptive in the past but not useful in the 
present. Ducking our head in “obedience” may have solved 
problems when we were three, but will be costly to us when 
we are looking for a promotion at thirty-three! Discovering 
explicitly how to modify the role-system- signals that can 
induce old role responses from the past leaves us free to 
develop role-systems appropriate to the present. 

Personal-Past 
with no Personal 
Present: Non-Curious 
Survivor-Role-
Systems
One way we can tell which role-
system we are in is by asking 
ourself these questions: Am 
I curious?  Am I in my inner-
person self? Am I in my personal 
inter-person self shutting out 
others?  If so, I know I have not 
yet crossed into the inter-person system and am still in my 
inner-person past role-system which I have imported into the 
present. 
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Personal-Present: Curious Survivor-Role-
Systems
Am I relating to my inner person survivor with my boundaries 
open to roles that are appropriate to me, in relationship to 
the goals of the specific context I am in with others? Or am I 
unaware that whatever whole-system I am in will induce me 
into roles that relate to its whole-system goals, whether or not I 
want to be in them?  Only if I can orient myself to the role, goal 
and context can I “be” in my inter-person system, with the 
ability to join (or start) a subgroup.

Conscious and Unconscious Role 
Inductions 
It is only through recognizing and exploring role inductions in 
the present that we come to notice that we are intuitively reacting 
to the role signals that others send when they themselves 
retreat into past, personalized roles. On our side, we are often 
unaware that we are sending role signals ourselves. Just as it 
takes curiosity about our inner-person selves to re-experience 
the present, it takes curiosity about our relationships to undo 
our role-locks that are induced by role postures in the present. 
It is through our exploratory researcher roles that we can 
become aware of threats that we react to without knowing. In 
addition, It is only through recognizing and exploring role 
inductions in the present that we come to notice that we are 
intuitively reacting to the role signals that others send when 
they themselves retreat into past, personalized roles. Until 
we come to recognize the role signals sent by ourselves and 
others, we will automatically react to them and others will 
react to ours. This is how we get pulled into role-locks without 
understanding why. We have barely met the person and 
already we love/hate them! This is when we transfer a past 
template onto a present person! 

Unconscious Role 
Inductions
There are some important 
realities over which we have no 
control. For example, we are hard 
wired to react to others when they 
do not appear friendly. Met with a 
blank face, we will automatically 
retreat into the survivor roles that 
helped us manage past losses 
of attunement and empathy! We 
can also be induced into past 
survivor responses when we are 
met with a lack of empathy, or 
misattunement. If we are not aware of this, we are likely to be 
catapulted into an old reciprocal role-system without being 
aware of it, or catapult others into their old role-systems 
because we are not attuned to them. When people we are 
relating to are unresponsive to us, or too different from us, we 

tend to take it personally. When we take others just personally, 
we tend to respond with some of our old survivor roles, roles 
that often match theirs, and then we get into a role-lock. We 
can always respond with our social selves if we don’t take it 
personally. We can even have a good social time. However, 
a good social time It is not the same as a deeply satisfying 
relationship when you and I attune.

If we are not aware of this, we are likely to be catapulted into 
a role and induce the other into a role-lock. If, however, as our 
training groups discover, we can become aware that we have 
responded inside an old role, and become curious, we can 
discover the early adaptive roles that we developed. When we 
do this we can observe the difference between the past and 
the present, we can become curious about how to attune to 
the other whose role is a trigger, and above all, we can learn to 
take neither our own or others’ role behavior personally! 

Role-Postures Signal 
Readiness  
for Change
Role postures will also signal 
the driving and restraining 
forces that let us know how 
ready we are for work. In SCT 
we actively discourage the 
role postures that re-inforce 
early role adaptations. An SCT 
group that is sitting slumped 
in silence is manifestly not 
ready to work. In contrast a 
group that is silent but alert, or that is actively subgrouping 
in resonant communication will appear attentive, centered 
and with plenty of available energy. SCT actively discourages 
ourselves and others from sitting in role postures that tend 
to induce reciprocal roles in others. For example, sitting with 
legs crossed, head tilted up, or looking down one’s nose, will 
probably elicit either competitive or submissive roles in others. 
Compliant postures of looking up and across from under 
one’s eyebrows with one’s head tilted down will probably 
elicit either caretaking or dismissive role responses. Most 
important, we discourage depressed patients from sitting 
slumped, which reinforces their feelings of hopelessness and 
a role-lock with the self. We also encourage both ourselves 
and others to undo role postures by beginning every work 
session with the centering exercise. The goal is to have our life 
force and exploratory curiosity available for work, which is 
compromised if we retreat into old adaptive roles. By finding 
alternatives to our old roles, we are free to respond with roles 
that are adaptive in the present, whether our present is in our 
inner-person system, our inter-person system, or our system-
as-a-whole.
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Role-Systems in the Phases of Whole-
System Development
Recognizing the system-as-a-whole role-systems is not so easy. 
There is an unseen intervening variable, which casts a shadow 
between the system-as-a-whole and the role-systems that are 
elicited. Citing the “elephant-in-the-room” for example is a 
familiar way of expressing the “feeling” that there are unseen 
influences at work on system behavior. We can become aware 
of role-system behaviors that seem to be marching to a different 
drum from any that we can hear, as in the predictable links 
between role-system behaviors and the phase of development 
that the system-as-a-whole is in. When the “elephant” is 
defined as a specific phase of system development, we link 
specific role-system behaviors that can be expected to contain 
and express the phase, as in the role-system of the identified 
patient which is often elicited in the flight phase or the role-
system of the scapegoat in the fight phase. 

Elephants!
SCT also assumes that there are often “elephants in the 
room” of which we are not aware, influencing individual and 
subgroup behavior. Before the different phases of development 
were recognized, theoreticians were aware of unseen forces 
that influenced behavior, but it was not until the phases of 
system development were identified that we could link the 
phase itself to the roles that were elicited within the phase 
and understand our individual persons as part of an unwitting 
subgroup that contained the driving and restraining forces 
towards system development. 

Identified patients or scapegoats are good examples of role-
systems in the phases of whole-system development that are 
elicited in the flight and fight phases. So are the compliant or 
defiant roles that hall-mark authority role-system relationships. 
So also are the merging or alienated role-systems elicited in 
the phase of intimacy. Recognizing these and crossing the 
boundary into an awareness of the whole-system influence in 
the present also allows us to choose to transfer into work role-
systems in the present. In SCT we can thus respond to inter-
personal role-system challenges by subgrouping functionally 
rather than non-functionally. 

How to Recognize Whole-System Roles 
In the context of our whole-system, we need to intuit our 
role systems from what we know about system dynamics. 
For example, when people pair together in a group, what is 
played out are role systems for the system-as-a-whole as well 
as for our inner-person and inter-person selves. Whole system 
roles have been identified since Bion (1959) who recognized 
pairings in the intimacy phase as containing, for the group, 
the intimacy that the group was not yet ready to explore. 
Whenever the system-as-a-whole ‘is not ready’ to work, it is 
likely to surface a pair as a system, first to contain and then 
to act on the underlying system dynamics. In SCT we call this 
underlying dynamic a system projective identification. It is 

also known as parallel process.

The system-as-a-whole is related to the system hierarchy. A 
subsystem of any larger system, can act on the underlying, 
unseen dynamic. For example, a whole department might 
surface the rebellion in a compliant organization or, globally, 
a nation might hold the incipient rebellion against an 
authoritarian continent, or a continent might hold the active 
rebellion for an authoritarian world. 

The System Hierarchy

The Energy of the System-as-a-Whole
Recognizing the system-as-a-whole voice is not as simple as 
diagnosing individual language. System-as-a-whole energy is 
not easily defined in words! It can be apprehended but only 
marginally comprehended. We know it theoretically when we 
assume that there is an organizing principle behind system 
phenomena that are not so easily explained. We must learn 
how to hear the voice of the group-as-a-whole. It was Bion who 
is best known for his three basic assumptions about the “voice” 
that can be heard in all groups (Bion, 1959). Later, Bennis 
and Shepard (1956) expanded Bion’s basic assumptions into 
three distinct phases of development, with the three different 

“voices” in the group: authority, intimacy and work, each with 
a different goal. We in turn built upon Bennis & Shepard’s 
work and operationally defined the challenges in system-as-a-
whole development as it made the transitions from one phase 
to another (Agazarian, Y.M. & Gantt, S.P. (2003), (2005), (2005)). 

Now, with the introduction of role-systems, we can deliberately 
influence role-systems in the service of development at all 
three levels: the inner-person, inter-person and system-as-a-
whole roles, whichever frame of reference is used! 

Recognizing the impact of the many systems-as-a-whole 
on the way we develop our roles introduces an important 
difference between SCT and a psychodynamic approach. 
There is a significant difference between assigning all present 
problems to our childhood roles with significant others without 
recognizing the impact of the phylogenetic system dynamics 
that exist in our family history. 

Roles Are Not the Person! 
It is important not to take one’s roles just personally! Roles 
are not the person! Great relief is experienced when our 
members recognize that their role behavior induces others 
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to reciprocate from their roles, and the result is a role-lock 
system which governs them both and can only be changed 
when it is understood as a system. Roles imported from the 
past have boundaries that are selectively permeable, open 
to inputs from the context that are similar enough to the 
original role organization, closed to the differences which 
could potentially lead to change. All roles were once a solution. 
SCT emphasizes that past roles, however maladaptive in the 
present, were adaptive at the time they were developed. Early 
roles are developed to respond to the role requirements of an 
important relationship. Early roles are useful compromises. If 
mother wants it tidy, developing a tidy role enables both to 
have pleasure.

Summary of Our Map!
Above we have described the three systems which are the 
system containers for the role-systems that we can identify by 
their behaviors. The inner-person survivor system contains the 
different personal role-systems, fueled by the life force, that 
relate to our personal survival. Primary survival personalizing 
roles are closed roles;  they close all boundaries to difference. 
In contrast, the personal roles that have available the curiosity 
of the observer system are open to development. The observer 
system contains the roles, fueled by the exploratory drive, of 
objective curiosity and is curious both about the self and also 
about others (which allows boundary permeability between it 
and the inter-person system). The inter-person system contains 
the different roles that relate to the goals of the developmental 
context, like member, explorer, researcher and subgroup. The 
system-as-a-whole contains the different roles that relate to 
system transformation, like norm-setter and norm-changer, 
moderator, liaison, negotiator and plenipotentiary. By 
recognizing our behaviors we can recognize our role-systems. 
If we recognize our role system, we can recognize whether 
we are “living” in our inner-person system, our inter-person 
system or whole-system. This allows us to look at the pictures 
above and use them as a map to locate ourselves in a specific 
system, and also to see what we will have to do if we wish to 
cross the boundaries into another system. You will find an 
article introducing role-systems in SCT in this current 2017 
Newsletter! (Agazarian 2017) 
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The New SCT 
Phylogenetic Protocol
Yvonne Agazarian
dragazarian@gmail.com

With the goal of re-orienting our relationship from the 
intensely experienced dyads of parent and child, we have 
added a phylogenetic protocol to our existing role-protocol 
which focused on our relationship between our caretakers and 
ourselves as children.

The phylogenetic protocol introduces the system-as-a-whole 
perspective to understanding our phylogeny. It orients us 
to how family norms-as-a-whole are handed down over the 
generations, fluctuating in traditional and non-traditional 
ways. Tracing the phylogeny puts the influences between 
parents and children along dimensions that are general to all 
family members. For example, if a family has “come down in 
the world” this will have an impact on the goals that parents 
will have for the status marriage of their children. If the 
family has values around education, for a family member 
to decide whether or not to go to university will have an 
impact on the family norms with an impact that is more than 
personal. Becoming aware of the phylogenetic influences on 
the individual of the family norms makes it difficult to take the 
influence of a single parent just personally when viewed from 
the perspective of the family system-as-a-whole. Future work 
with the phylogenetic protocol will test out the impact of this 
system orientation on “taking one’s parenting just personally!”

Some of the dimensions that influence the norms of all 
family systems are phylogenetic, developed over different 
generations and different cultures, unique to each family 
culture and general to all. These are, for example: 

Religion:  traditional, non-traditional.

Socio-economic Status:  The rich, the poor, the mega-
moneyed class, the professional class, the business class, the 
middle class, the working class, the lower class.

Ethnicity:  Local; Indigenous; old immigrant identity (Irish) 
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(Italian) (Latino); new immigrant.

Gender: Matriarchy. Patriarchy; male dominated, female 
dominated.

.
Making Invisible Role-
Systems Visible
Yvonne Agazarian
dragazarian@gmail.com

Practice What We Think!
In SCT, we put theory into practice by developing “operational 
definitions” that build the bridge between what we think and 
what we do. Operational definitions make th eory operational 
and we expect them to both validate our theory and be reliable 
in practice. In other words, we “expect” them to do they 
do what we say they will do, but we learn most from when 
they don’t!  When curiosity fails, as it does when we take 
things “just personally”, we are once again at the edge of the 
unknown both in theory and practice. In this article, we have 
made our most recent ideas operational by identifying the 
behaviors that signal role-systems. In other words, we have 
developed operational definitions for our most recent theories 
that orient us to roles as systems!

Diagnosis as Operational Definitions
Our current challenge in the development of SCT practice is 
applying diagnostic categories as operational definitions of 
hypotheses about our role-system behavior. For example, from 
the perspective of systems-centered therapy, when we are 
anxious, we don’t diagnose ourselves as having an “anxiety 
disorder”, we check to see if we are in a role-system making 
negative predictions about the future. Assuming that negative 
predictions are a stimulus for anxiety tests a hypothesis. The 
specific negative prediction is an operational definition and 
allows us to test if it reliably predicts an anxious response 
in reality. Undoing the negative prediction then either works 
or it doesn’t! If it does undo our anxiety, then we are reliable 
in that instance, but if it doesn’t, we need to re-examine our 
hypothesis! 

Operational definitions function as descriptors that we can 
apply to the role-systems that we’re introducing into SCT. We 
are testing whether it is useful to use our definition of role-
systems to manage our relationships with the significant 
others in our lives; significant others who originally were the 
source of affection, attunement and empathy and also brought 
us up to be socialized into our cultural context. 

We assume our role-systems did not develop in a vacuum - 

they developed as interactive systems in the past in response 
to socializing influences from others. In reality, we know we 
cannot possibly be in an ideal relationship all the time, much 
as we want it. Thus, when there are compromises to be made, 
when our significant other’s responses to us have more to do 
with them than our own wants, we develop useful, compromise 
role-systems that mediate between our instinctive knowing of 
the attunement and resonance that is ‘right’ for us, and what 
compromises we must make to get as much of what we want as 
possible. Thus the systems approach normalizes, humanizes, 
depathologizes and legitimizes all our role-systems in terms 
of being highly adaptive when they were first developed. This 
then introduces the idea that there is an important difference 
between role-systems that developed as outputs in the past 
and role-systems that are an output of the present. And from 
this, we will surmise that past role-systems are the source of 
our repetition compulsion whereas our present role-systems 
relate to our present context and goals. 

Energy 
A significant addition to our thinking about our role-systems 
was making the link between our role-system behavior and 
the source of human energy that fueled it. The innovation 
for SCT was making the connection between role-behavior 
and the different energetic outputs fueled by the three 
regions of our triune brain. (In the Summer, 2016 issue of the 
SCT News, we discussed this at some length in our article 
called “Attunement, Empathy and the Triune Brain” (2016) ). 
Recognizing that the different roles in our whole-system are 
fueled by different parts of our triune brain was new for SCT!! 
We will summarize this in our next paragraph.

At this point we briefly review the relationship between our 
triune brain and our new work on role-systems that we referred 
to in the Summer 2016 SCT News. We have three areas in our 
triune brain: our instinctive, reptilian brain that is located in 
the brain stem which precipitates us into instant flight, fight 
or freeze outside our control; our limbic system, animal brain, 
that we share with the attuned and resonant connections we 
can have with dogs and cats. Our animal brain is also our 
emotional brain that is the source of the resonance that is in 
our hearts when we attune to other people or to our essential 
selves, as well as the source of our inherently rewarding 
curiosity about ourselves and others. Our third brain region is 
our human pre-frontal cortex which allows us to explain and 
test our realities as well as apprehend, intuit and experience 
them. 

Our Triune Brain Fuels Three Different 
Role-systems
Apprehending our system-as-a-whole requires all three 
experiences of our triune brain: a sense that there is more 
to oneself than one is aware of in the moment, a sense that 
there is more to our inter-person relationship and to our inter-
personal goal behaviors than can be explained, and a sense 
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that there are levels of meaning that we may be able to intuit 
and which, over-time, we  can begin to define, like the whole 
system influence on our group and individual behavior of the 
phases of development of the group-as-a-whole. Our inner-
person role-systems are fueled by our limbic system. Our inter-
person role-systems are fueled by both our limbic system and 
our pre-frontal cortex. Our whole-person role-systems do not 
give us access to the direct experience of the other two, but an 
apprehensive awareness that is basically without words. SCT 
calls this “the edge of the unknown.”  

All systems, including role-systems, survive, develop and 
transform from simpler to more complex when we discriminate 
and integrate differences. It perhaps goes without saying that 
for all of us “sitting at the edge of the unknown” challenges 
us to be open to differences! It takes practice to sit at the edge 
of the unknown. Over time, we can develop our ability to sit 
at the edge of the unknown, with curiosity, in spite of our 
natural fear of “not knowing!”  This is difficult for our “human” 
brain to do because all animals, and we are no exception, hate 
the unknown as much as we hate differences! Our human 
challenge is that sitting at the edge of the unknown is the 
source of new knowledge. 

Projective Identification as a Role-system
In our new work of defining role-systems, we now include 
the system of projective identification as a role-system! We 
define projective identification as establishing itself without 
words - an unknown which is challenging, and sometimes 
overwhelming. It is however, the mutual role-system that 
allows integrations of dynamics that do occur in the more 
simple transfer of attunement and empathy between patients 
and therapists without words. What is more, in our most recent 
encounters with the work on dissociative systems that contain 
trauma in the body, we have discovered ongoing work for our 
future development. For those who want to read up on this 
we have included a reading list at the end of this article (see 
references). We hope we may discover that these too might 
qualify as role-systems that contains life force energy in a role-
system we have begun to define. 

Role-systems
The idea and the theory behind role-systems, only emerged 
for us in SCT in these last two years. It came out of recognizing 
that roles are systems and as systems, are isomorphic. The 
exceptional advantage of thinking “system isomorphy” is that 
it allows us to generalize from a single incident of a successful 
intervention to a general method of practice! Thus, whatever 
we learn about how to influence the goal-orientation of any 
one role-system gives us methods that influence all role-
systems!

This, as we have mentioned elsewhere, also allows us to think 
about roles as driving and restraining forces in a force field. As 
all driving and restraining forces have opposing goals, we are 
also challenged to think about when an ostensible restraining 

force has goals as important to system survival as the goals of 
the more easily understood goals of the driving forces. 

Thanks to Lewin
The developing theory of role-systems has far-reaching 
implications for the practice of SCT. Probably the most 
important implication in thinking about roles as outputs of 
their system of origin was Kurt Lewin’s assumption that the 
output of a system contains the information necessary to 
intuit the goals of the system that is its source. Lewin assumed 
that system outputs signal the goal of the originating system 
(Lewin, 1951). Building on Lewin’s theory, we can then justify 
the idea that when we define roles as system outputs, we can 
intuit the goal of the originating system by observing the 
roles that reflect it. By assuming that all role-systems have 
a goal that reflects the goal of the originating system, we 
can also observe whether role-systems are functioning as 
a driving or restraining force in relationship to transferring 
the information-energy related to their system goal. Does 
an inner-person role system relate to the goal of survival 
as an open system or a closed system? Open when it can 
integrate differences, closed when differences would upset 
the system equilibrium, and both necessary for survival. Let 
us turn now to our three systems, each of which have different 
characteristics, goals and role-systems.

Person-as-Self
As you can see from the system “our 
person-as-self”, we can think about 
our essential self as a circle, that has 
boundaries that separate the inside 
from the outside - me from you!

Thinking about us as living human 
systems has certain advantages. It 
allows us to look at how we function 
and allows us to develop interventions 
that will work, not only for some of us but for all of us, 
providing we define ourselves in systems terms and providing 
we recognize that, because of system “isomorphy” what works 
for any one system anywhere in the system hierarchy will work 
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for all systems in that hierarchy. This is how systems-centered 
practice was developed and this is why it works! 

Attachment Role-Systems
When we are born we are not yet separate; we are in a 
symbiotic role-system relationship with our very significant 
other. We thrive. When our attachment is disrupted, we suffer 
a trauma, one of many that probably start in the womb and in 
our birth process, some relatively mild, others severe, all of 
which we survive. 

How much energy we have available for all our growing 
and developing is also innate. A very good example of how 
different our energy is at birth is watching baby chicks hatch. 
Some come out of the egg with energy and fight - if other chicks 
are within pecking distance they peck and are pecked back. 
They are not even out of the egg and they are in fight! Others 
hatch without much pecking energy, and tend to cringe away 
from the pecking. This is also true with the life force in babies. 
Some are born with a lot of energy, others less. Some are 
easily frustrated, others much more laid back. Some conform 
easily, others march to their own drum. We are all born with 
differential potentials in the transfer of energy-information.

Life Force Energy: Survivor Self-systems
We are fueled by energy! It is the energy of our life force that 
makes it possible for us to survive and develop into ourselves, 
step by step as we go through life. We have linked life-force 
energy to the goal of our survival, as a person and as a system. 
This gives us the role-system of survivor. 

Our theory of living human systems says that the survivor 
system survives by discriminating and integrating differences 
so that the system can develop from simpler to more complex 
and transform. In the process of transforming, the survivor 
system boundaries are open to the exploratory drive. This 
requires an observer system with available curiosity! We 
know if we are ready to change when our survival system has 
the energy of the exploratory drive to fuel it. When we are 
curious we change. When we are curious, our boundaries are 
permeable and we can move towards our developmental goals. 
When we are not curious we remain behind closed boundaries. 
We survive but do not thrive. 

However, survival alone is not enough! We also need to be 
curious enough to discover new things so that we can develop 

from simpler systems to more complex ones. In the center of 
our picture of our self, we also have the observer system fueled 
by the energy of the exploratory drive.

Exploratory Drive: Curious Observer
 In the center of our picture of our 
self, we have our life force energy 
and the energy of the exploratory 
drive. The energy of the exploratory 
drive is as centrally important to our 
development as our life fore. It fuels 
our curiosity, and gives us the role-
systems of the curious observer!       

Life Force Energy and 
Exploratory Drive 
As you can see from our next 
drawing, our person as self 
contains two subsystems, each of 
which is different, each of which 
has different energy,  each of which 
has different goals, and both of 
which are essential for our survival, 
development and transformation. It 
is useful, from a systems point of 
view, to frame these two energies 
as two different roles: A survivor role and a curious observer 
role. They are interdependent! And, with shared boundaries, 
there is the potential for the development of a new system. The 
system challenge is to develop a working relationship between 
our survivor and our curious observer so that our inner-person 
can develop!

Emerging Inner-Person Role-systems 

In the drawings above the new 
middle circle represents an inner-
person role-system that emerges 
from the integration of both 
energies. We are now no longer 
just discovering the development 
of our person- system-roles. We are 
developing inter-person system-
roles that can cross the boundaries 
to other role systems. For example, 
in the drawing on our right we 
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can communicate information-energy, not only between our 
curious observer and our survivor roles, but we can also 
develop role-systems that can cross the boundaries between 
our inner-person and our inter-person, where our energies 
develop subgroup systems which play a role in developing our 
system-as-a-whole. 

Survivor System: Role-Systems 
We know from the work of Porges (2006, 2015) that a “blank 
face” is traumatic to all animals, and in humans stimulates 
a threat our basic attachment dynamics. When symbiosis 
fails, as in the role induction of a blank face, or simply when 
people are not behind their eyes, the developing attachment 
roles are simultaneously potentially threatened. Under threat, 
compromise roles develop to contain the threat and maintain 
viability of the system. New systems develop to contain and 
to respond to threats. These are called survivor systems. The 
first survivor system response is to close its boundaries to any 
outside de-stabilizing role-system and prevent it introducing 
a disruption to our inner equilibrium. Our most characteristic 
role-system response is “personalizing” our “closed mind” 
that takes everything “just personally.”

Role Induction
Role-systems tend to induce reciprocal role-systems - and if 
we are not aware of the role induction, before we know it, we 
have been induced into a role response, which can easily end 
up as a role-lock. In SCT, with our developing understanding 
of roles, there is a developing awareness of how we induce, 
and are induced by role postures, and how we unwittingly 
respond with role responses that were adaptive in the past 
but not useful in the present. Ducking our head in ‘obedience’ 
may have solved problems when we were three, but will be 
costly to us when we are looking for a promotion at thirty-
three! Recognizing how our role signals can induce old role 
responses from the past leaves us free to respond with roles 
appropriate to the present. 

Past and Present Role-Systems 
SCT discriminates between role-
systems developed in the past 
from role-systems developed 
in the present. There is an 
important difference between 
the two. Past role systems 
developed and still exist in the 
context of the past. They are 
out of context when they are 
imported into the present and 
repeat, in the present, what 
was a role-system solution in 
the past. We call these roles 

“repetition compulsion roles”. 
They were adaptive role-solutions to compromises in the past, 
but out of context in the present. Unfortunately this is not the 

end of the story. Past role-systems imported into the present 
tend to serve as a role-induction. Past role-systems elicit 
past-role-system responses, and before one knows it, one‘s 
experience is governed by the repetition compulsion, a system 
of closed boundaries that is not permeable to here-and-now 
reality testing.

The goal of systems-centered 
practice is to respond to the 
present with role-systems that 
are oriented to the present and 
directed towards our goals 
in the context that we are in. 
Thus our survivor role-systems 
include both our life force and 
our exploratory drive when 
our goal is self-development 

- but when we are threatened by being de-stabilized by too 
much difference, our threatened survivor system closes its 
boundaries and becomes a closed system protected by its 
impermeable boundaries. Thus, there is evidence that we 
need both systems: a closed survivor system and an open 
exploratory system. 

Parenthetically, it appears that in real life closed survivor 
systems can be temporary solutions or longer term, as when 
they serve to encapsulate trauma, commonly known as PTSD. 
There is also the orientation in the field that more descriptively 
names disassociation as a “Developmental Trauma Disorder”, 
(Van Der Kolk, 2014), which emphasizes dissociative 
characteristics of the encapsulated trauma located in the body 
and out of consciousness (instinctive -brain) which fits well 
into systems thinking as a closed role-system containing a 
potentially life-destabilizing threat. 

These compromise roles developed in the past are the source 
of our repetition compulsions. Repetition compulsion roles are 
induced when the present is experienced as the same kind of 
threat as the past and the difference between the past and the 
present no longer exists! 

Our stubborn role-system is a good example of how we 
develop role-system “containers” for the early conflicts we 
experienced between our child selves and those adults who 
had the job of socializing us. All past role-systems were 
highly adaptive when first developed but out of context when 
imported into the present! 

For example, in our terrible two’s we said “no - no - no!” An 
adaptive response in that we both preserved our sense of self 
and signaled that we were not going to give up our integrity. 
In the best of worlds, saying “no” in our terrible two’s was 
both developmental and fun. In the worst of worlds, it was 
experienced as a fight to the death. These old role-systems, like 
our stubborn role-system, were highly adaptive in containing 
threats when they were first developed. But, whereas in the 
past, stubbornness saved our lives, in the present, compliance 
or defiance prevents us from living them. Threats in the real 
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present need present solutions. In SCT, we are encouraged 
to be aware that when we experience a threat in the present, 
we have a knee-jerk reaction to retreat into the survivor role-
system that we developed in the past! 

Role-Locks
There is a big difference between assigning all present 
problems to our childhood without recognizing the impact 
of the repetition compulsions that require us to repeat in the 
present role-systems that were adaptive when first developed 
in the past, but out of context in our everyday lives. SCT 
brings role-system inductions to the forefront for a systems-
orientation to undoing role locks. As old past role-systems 
tend to induce reciprocal role-systems in others, importing 
past roles tend to elicit role-locks! 

Couples therapy is a good example of a role-locked system. 
It is frequently characteristic of the partners to be locked in 
roles that repeat the personal family dynamics of the past 
which they blame on each other as “character flaws!” It has 
been an innovation in the practice of SCT couples counselling 
to recognize that the different role-systems that contain 
the couple are dyadic systems-as-a-whole: for example, the 
parenting role-system, the business-role-system, the intimacy 
role-system and the developing system-as-a-whole, all take 
two! 

What tends to occur all too often in couples therapy is that the 
couple system establishes its role locks based on the repetition 
compulsion roles that each member system contributes. This 
implies that change in the dyadic couple system is the first 
step to enabling change in the person systems - and not 
the other way around! (SCT uses functional subgrouping 
as necessary to the process of influencing the norms of the 
couple system and to invite inter-personal communication 
from attuned person systems.) 

Compromise Roles 
Compromise roles relate both to the goals of the inner-person 
survival system and to the unsatisfying social context. The 
compromise roles that develop are roles that relate, on the one 
hand to attachment, and on the other, to social requirements. 
Social roles are acquired in the process of negotiating between 
inner-person goals and inter-person goals. 

Curious Observer Energy Develops Social 
Role Systems
The role systems that develop from the inter-person system 
are the roles from which we negotiate our everyday lives. 
Social role development requires a compromise between 
the unconditional positive regard that nascent inner-person 
systems “know” intuitively is their birthright and the 
demands of the co-operation which is required to restore it. 
When socializing role interactions also contain repairs, (a 
restoration of attunement and resonance, communicated 

empathically) all is well and a developmental context is 
restored. The advantage is that the system maintains a viable 
equilibrium and thus survives. The disadvantage is that when 
we have developed a closed system (or systems) the system 
loses the potential for development. The major influence in the 
development of social role-systems is how they are developed. 
There is a tale that Eskimo children are “shamed” by the 
village from the first time they move onto thin ice. In this case, 
the shame barrier is life-saving.

Shaming
Shaming is the induction into a split between the innate 
sense of oneself and the shame barrier that traumatically 
splits the innate knowledge of one’s life force from awareness. 
Socializing without shaming is the ideal. For example, a small 
child may be reaching for some forbidden thing and get told 

“no.” A typical response is for the child to drop its head in a 
momentary depression at the frustration. If the tone of voice 
and the subsequent interactions are harsh or shaming, the 
child is likely to develop a role to contain the shame. If on 
the other hand, the “no” is supportive in tone, and perhaps 
coupled with an approving “good,” the adult contributes to 
a repair, and the child is not so threatened by the interaction 
that he has to develop a compromise role to contain the 
shaming. 

Summary
In this article we explored some of the implications of reframing 
roles into role-systems, not least of which has had far-reaching 
implications for the practice of SCT. The first major innovation 
was thinking about roles as system outputs! By thinking 
of roles as system outputs we could make the assumption 
(thanks to Lewin (1951)) that the output of a system contains 
the information necessary to intuit the goals of the system that 
is its source. Lewin intuited this based on the assumption that 
system outputs signal the goal of the originating system. We 
will return to this again below.

Defining the goal of systems to be reflected within their 
outputs turned out to be a revelation for SCT in that it made it 
possible to claim that when we define a role as a system output, 
we can intuit the goal of the originating system by observing 
the roles that reflect it. In other words - if a role-system is an 
output of the inner-person system, then the role-system is 
oriented in relationship to the goal of the inner-person, which 
is self-development. If, on the other hand, the role-system is 
an output of the inter-person system, then the goal requires 
awareness of the goals of the context so that it becomes 
possible to work towards it with others and not alone! What 
is more, they can be identified by the characteristics that 
define the role! Another advantage of connecting the goal of 
the role-system to the system that sponsors it is that the role-
system can function as either a driving or restraining forces 
in relationship to the goal! This assumption has an important 
implication for SCT. It assumes that whenever one recognizes 
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a role, because that role will be an output that reflects the goal 
of that particular system, we can decide whether the role itself 
is a driving or restraining force in relationship to the system 
goal. As a driving force for one vector is a restraining force in 
the opposite vector, all forces are goal-related, and equal and 
opposite opposing forces maintain the stability of the system 
while it integrates the differences. 

Perhaps the best example of this is the closed survivor and the 
open survivor systems in the inner-person system: the closed 
survivor system maintains equilibrium of the life force within 
the inner-person while the dual energy of the life force and the 
exploratory drive together contribute towards or away from its 
development, according to whether the driving or restraining 
forces are stronger. Thus If the role is a personalizing role, 
we can judge that it is a driving force in closing inner-person 
survival system boundaries to a de-stabilizing threat, but we 
can also see it as a restraining force to inner-person survivor 
system development which requires boundaries that are 
permeable to the exploratory drive and functional curiosity! 

Our plans for developing SCT trauma therapy is less than 
a month old at the time of this writing. It is allied with 
the orientation in our field which defines trauma as a 
disassociation disorder, which all of us share to some extent. 
Thanks to the simple and profound picture book published 
recently by Steve Haines, “Trauma Is Really Strange” (Steve 
Haines, 2016) we now understand that it is impossible to go 
through early human experiences in the womb, in birth and 
in the disruptions of the necessary symbiotic bonding that 
humans rely upon for development, without the trauma that 
overwhelms the capacity for integration. Thus all of us have 
dissociative symptoms of trauma, but most of us can develop 
in spite of them, and all of us can regain our life force and 
exploratory drive by restoring our relationship to the physical 
and emotional experiences of our internal self. What we have 
not developed yet, in SCT, are the methods that connect the 
inner-experience of physical energy with the encapsulated 
role-systems that are located in the body, accessible through 
the flow of energy, but not accessible in words. Thus, at the 
moment of writing, we in SCT are exploring the containment 
of disassociated systems out of conscious awareness and 
located in the physical body, accessed only through energetic 
pathways, which will challenge us to discover new methods 
in our SCT practice. This in turn gives us a new descriptive 
category for a role-system: “dissociated role-system.” 
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in learning even without the bullying, so his class work had 
been mediocre. After a series of early “dead-end” unsatisfying 
work contexts, he settled into his current career of two 
decades in property management. Andrew’s hope for more job 
satisfaction hadn’t materialized and he expressed little felt 
sense of fulfillment and engagement, very little motivation, 
leading to the feeling of there being no real opportunity for 
him. In light of what he reported, I understood the earlier 
psychotherapy focus on depression as well as adjunct career 
counseling. However, I also sensed something more in the way 
he told his story.

Andrew’s lack of motivation and general lifelessness was 
calling the work of Jaak Panksepp to my mind. His most recent 
book (with Lucy Biven, 2012), The Archaeology of Mind, speaks 
eloquently about our primary emotional-motivational systems, 
those powerful inborn drives that stimulate movement in 
the service of survival. They are located not in the limbic or 
cortical regions of our brains, but deeper in the recesses of 
the early-developing midbrain. Emotion and motivation come 
from the same root having to do with the vital urge to move 
outward and explore. While Panksepp identifies seven of 
these systems, he emphasizes that SEEKING1 is primary and 
animates all the others. 

“We have already established that the neocortex does not provide 
its own motivation; the neocortex is activated by subcortical 
emotional systems. It is your subcortical SEEKING system that 
helps energize your neocortex…. Similarly, the SEEKING system 
of architects, writers, artists, politicians, and scientists urge 
them to discover new and better ways to solve problems and to 
express themselves. This system energizes all human creativity 

– it has been a mental engine for all civilizations.” (Panksepp & 
Biven, 2012, p. 102) 

Might it be possible that Andrew’s SEEKING system had 
diminished (or got split off, closing the boundary to the action 
system) in response to his life experience at some point in his 
past, so that his sense that he was suffering from something 
other than depression might be accurate?

As we continued our beginning explorations, I felt a resonance 
with his past therapists, feeling my own version of stuckness 
with him. There was little joy or proactive intent in his life 
that I could sense. It was not that he was unwilling to discuss 

Seeking Andrew’s SEEKING System: Integrating 
SCT and Neurobiology in the Consulting Room 
Rich Armington
armington@gmail.com

“Insightful modern psychotherapists have known for a long time 
that the goal of psychotherapy is affect regulation. Even though 
psychotherapy may appear to focus on thoughts, insofar as 
patients largely communicate in words, the aim of treatment 
is to positively change the patient’s affective experience.”   
(Panksepp & Biven, 2012, p. 45) 

At certain times during my 30 year psychotherapy career, a 
new way of understanding what it is to be human makes it 
possible for me to see people with slightly changed eyes. It may 
be a scientific discovery or a theoretical paradigm that gains 
my attention. That shift of perspective then allows me to relate 
somewhat differently, opening the door to new avenues of 
healing. Two areas of interest for me have been living human 
systems, emphasizing connectedness, relationships, and 
context. Alongside that is the developing field of interpersonal 
neurobiology. One important linkage between these areas 
is the growing understanding that at the intersection of 
human suffering and transformation is a process requiring 
the participation of a trusted other. This process is rooted in 
the living experience of connection, which leads to increased 
affect regulation. This is the story of such an experience. 

Andrew and his wife Joan were contemplating reuniting 
after a long separation when he came to see me. Joan was 
in individual therapy, and they had recently entered couples 
counseling to “try again” to have a more fulfilling and 
emotionally engaging marriage. 

He arrived in my office having had a number of unsatisfying 
individual therapy experiences during which he agreed on 
two occasions to try antidepressants, though he did not 
believe, as Joan did, that he was depressed. It felt important 
that I hear his conviction that depression was not the core of it 
for him. He also had a series of career counseling experiences 
that led to no relief in his struggles with work. 

As a place to begin, we dipped more deeply into his early history 
and schooling, and then his more recent work experience. He 
had little to report except a vague, mostly lifeless description 
of growing up in a small rural town with few friends because 
even the closest neighbors lived rather far away. With little 
sense of connection to me or his story, he said his relationship 
with family was “ok,” but he had been bullied at school. He 
was perpetually bored with rural life and had little interest 

This article first appeared on the Global Association for Interpersonal Neurobiology Studies website (mindgains.org).It is reprinted 
here with permission of the author. 
1  Panksepp decided to use words that the wider culture could relate to, but to capitalize them to promote a scientific understanding 

of the concepts and their power. Agazarian  uses exploratory system.
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his history, he was. Yet it seemed he was satisfying my own 
curiosity (seeking system), which he was willing to tolerate 
once again at the start of this new therapeutic relationship, 
with the tedious recounting of an earlier life colored with 
aloneness and the pain of quiet boredom. I could not sense 
many moments of joy or success. I had the distinct and sad 
feeling inside myself that though he was very willing to engage 
me, he didn’t like this line of inquiry, nor the vice grip these 
experiences had on his life. At one point, I asked him what he 
was feeling in his body while he told me of his misery, and we 
discovered that he was aware of almost no bodily sensations 
(dissociation). Only occasionally did his pain prompt him to 
take some kind of outward action. Probably because he was 
largely unaware of his body, he sought out chiropractors 
only when he began to enter into “migraine territory.”  At the 
same time I felt his deadness, I was intrigued by the contrast 
between the lifelessness in his narrative and my felt sense of 
the ongoing muscular tension in his body. It was palpable and 
discomforting to me, touching me via my own mirror neuron 
and resonance system (Iacoboni, 2009). I wondered (seeking, 
curiosity) what all this pent up energy might be holding for 
him. 

“...all mammals (including us) and 
possibly all animals share a set of 
emotional systems...” 
The relationships between Panksepp’s seven primary process 
emotional-motivational systems came to mind. Through 
decades of devoted research and unflinching regard for the 
science that led the way, Panksepp offers a convincing case 
that all mammals (including us) and possibly all animals 
share a set of emotional systems that reside primarily in the 
more primitive parts of the brain. They focus on survival 
and for us humans this means they focus on maintaining 
connection with one another as the foundation for growth and 
development. These seven primary process affective systems 
are instinctual. SEEKING (eager anticipation and the quest 
for resources, including ongoing connection with each other) 
animates all the rest. Panksepp describes the SEEKING system 
not so much as a “goal,” rather speaks of it is a “goad” - a 
useful distinction helping to situate the power of this system 
below the higher orientation of conscious intentions linked to 
a goal or a plan. Instead it is the primary energy that moves 
us forward. The three primary systems that are active when 
we lose connection are GRIEF/PANIC/SEPARATION DISTRESS 
(felt sense of being out of connection), FEAR (the threat to 
safety - for humans, centers on loss of connection), and RAGE 
(response to having resources/connections repeatedly taken). 
When connection is present, the remaining three primary 
systems come online - CARE (nurturing love), PLAY (the deep 
joy of social learning), and LUST (sexual excitement and 
connection, with the onset of adolescence). 

As Andrew and Joan searched for a more deeply connected 

relationship, I began to sense that perhaps the diminishment 
of his SEEKING system might also mean that the resources for 
connecting were not available. CARE and PLAY might well be 
largely inaccessible without the energized outward movement 
toward one another of SEEKING. When we are very young, our 
SEEKING goes primarily toward attaching to those on whom 
we depend for emotional and physical survival, and when it 
goes unmet – as it apparently did for Andrew – that system 
may go somewhat dormant. A kind of hopelessness sets in 
that may then be felt less when it is protected by frustration 
and complaining, as the lack of SEEKING spreads upward and 
shapes the thoughts and feelings of the limbic and cortical 
areas. 

“… one aspect of the CARE circuit deserves particular emphasis. 
A branch of this system extends through…. to the very heart of 
the SEEKING system. This segment of the CARE system most 
likely arouses SEEKING impulse… again, we see highlighted 
one of the ways in which most other emotional systems utilize 
primal SEEKING to fulfill their affectively rich, action-oriented 
functions.” (Panksepp & Biven, 2012, p. 291)

However, Panksepp’s work also provides hope of recovery. His 
research reveals these same primary affects are genetically 
built in to at least all mammals, with some also shared by 
non-mammal creatures such as birds. If this is a genetic 
endowment, then there is the possibility that our SEEKING 
system can reawaken, most likely within the warmth of 
a relationship that reestablishes connection. As described 
above, there are also built-in neural connections between 
the SEEKING system and the other primary emotion systems. 
All seven systems talk with one another. Directly related to 
Andrew’s experience, the SEEKING system is linked to the 
PLAY system supporting the joy of social learning and the 
CARE system. The SEEKING system takes us into relationships 
to experience joy and learn about the ways to respond to one 
another playfully, and to give and receive nurture, the very 
experiences he and Joan were yearning for.

Directions I could have taken in my work with Andrew might 
have been to reconsider a diagnosis of depression, proper 
medication support, even possibly a new focus on career 
counseling. Not neglecting these avenues, I had a sense that 
these directions, though likely quite accurate in some explicit 
ways, were missing a focus on his subjective life and its impact 
on the relationships he molded with himself, with others – 
and now with me.

Rather than falling into hopelessness with him, my own 
SEEKING system began to activate and I made a decision that 
I was not going to focus on his past pains - initially. “How 
might we free his energy?” was the question I pondered within 
myself over and over. Systems-Centered Therapy (Agazarian, 
1997), my other area of study and training for the last decades, 
emphasizes that change requires energy, and Andrew’s 
energy was palpable, even if extremely bound in his intense 
frustration with his work situation. So I became interested in 
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his role as a property manager, a source of steady complaining 
and disappointments. Each session began with many stories of 
complaint, usually about the difficulties of managing multiple 
properties, with out-of-touch property owners, tenants who did 
not follow procedure, and workers who were not dependable, 
combined with the challenges of Austin life with perpetually 
stalled traffic, making multiple trips here and there nearly 
intolerable (attuning to the available survival role).

The theoretical underpinnings of SCT theory and practice 
(Gantt & Agazarian, 2010) suggest that all human complex 
adaptive systems (one person, a dyad, groups, a large 
organization or nations) survive, develop and transform from 
simple to more complex by integrating differences. When the 
differences, for whatever internal or external reasons, are 
deemed too large, we become frightened and our adaptive 
protective survival states will close boundaries to shelter us. 
However, boundaries will open in the presence of perceived 
similarities, paving the way for development through the 
integration of differences in an environment that offers safety 
and social engagement, thus enabling new integrations to 
occur. In other words, when we feel joined and understood, 
we become safe enough for our nervous systems to allow in 
different perspectives and feeling states both internally and 
externally. 

To make this specific to Andrew, we could imagine countless 
experiences of having his own felt sense of himself and his need 
for empathic attunement responded to with differences that 
were too big to easily integrate: by being ignored (frequent and 
intense allergy reactions not responded to); overridden (being 
argued with and put on medication twice for depression); 
discounted (frequent creative and generous acts towards 
bosses, workers, and tenants not noticed nor acknowledged); 
interrupted (told to “stop complaining” frequently at home 
when attempting to be seen in his emotional distress and 
turmoil). Being engaged by others with a tone of “yes” was 
a rare “similarity” in his personal and professional life. It 
is only natural for all of us to protectively adapt by closing 
our boundaries to unrelieved misattunement, even when 
unintended by another. My own felt sense was his interpersonal 
world, sadly, offered no safe haven.

This concern for safety brought the work of Stephen 
Porges (2009) to mind as an additional support for moving 
forward with Andrew. Just very briefly, we can picture our 
autonomic nervous systems as having three branches that 
activate hierarchically depending on what Porges calls our 
neuroception of how safe we are. This word, coined by Porges, 
captures how our systems adapt to inner and outer conditions 
from moment to moment, below the level of conscious 
awareness. When we have a neuroception of safety, our 
ventral vagal parasympathetic system comes online to support 
connecting with others and opening to new information (such 
as differences). When we have a neuroception of danger, 
but still feel able to act, we adaptively enter sympathetic 

arousal – fight, flight, and momentary freeze prior to action, 
closing down our ability to connect and greatly diminishing 
our ability to take in new information (as in the presence of 
intolerable differences). If the threat becomes more severe and 
we have a neuroception of helplessness, our system begins to 
shut down, feigning death to avoid death – this is dorsal vagal 
parasympathetic collapse, a state in which we are completely 
cut off from relationship with others and unable to take in new 
information(dissociation).

“It is only natural for all of us 
to protectively adapt by closing 
our boundaries to unrelieved 
misattunement, even when 
unintended by another.”
Because we are so entangled with one another via mirror 
neurons and resonance circuitry, if my system were to be in a 
ventral state, Andrew’s system might also be able to move in 
that direction, toward the kind of safe connection that could 
foster reawakening of his own SEEKING system. I did sense 
that in his early life, very few people came to his side to join 
him in his experiences, so he had likely felt chronically unsafe 
and disconnected.

Given this understanding of safety and first joining around 
“similar-enough,” when Andrew complained, I didn’t let him 
sit alone with the experience. I instead joined him in an 
authentic way that matched my own genuine version of such 
disappointments and complaints. My intention was not to form 
a complaining subgroup, but to join him below the details in 
the actual unmet experience of the frustrating situation where 
the visceral energy for change resides and to do this through 
establishing connection. Non-verbals are critical here – I am 
not referring to a “cognitive understanding” but rather my 
intent was to get into his rickety row boat, pick up an oar and 
row with him rather than watch him struggle while I stood 
on the shore watching, calling encouraging words, or worse, 
evaluating his defense(s) at this stage of our work. Over many 
moments, and many sessions, we slowly built a relational field 
that had resonance, attunement and empathy as the basis 
for slowly moving out of mere survival and forward into the 
uncharted waters of development and transformation. The 
practice of SCT, along with Porges’ work, has taught me that 
as the attuned interpersonal tone develops, the system begins 
to move, in this case from an intense sympathetic stress state 
to a reactivation of the social engagement system within the 
context of a secure attachment bond.

Beyond the complaining and dissatisfaction with his daily 
life, I had quietly come to sense (Agazarian/SCT might 
operationalize this “sense” as an integration of apprehensive 
and comprehensive knowledge; a “gut sense”) during my 
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hours of sitting with him that he was an especially creative 
man. While this was not strongly evident outwardly, I sensed 
it. Beyond simply the various and frequent solutions within his 
work, he had an ability to occasionally see things from a more 
holistic and creative perspective. However, his discouragement 
was so strong that these impressive moments of mechanical 
solution were overshadowed by a tone of frustration and self-
neglect. Not unlike a magician distracting the audience to one 
hand while the other performed the magic, his complaining 
veiled these moments of elegance. I was moved by the 
ingenuity he demonstrated in finding mechanical solutions in 
fairly complex contexts including the various and diverse pulls 
of tenants, owners, and skilled workers hired. I wondered if 
others could sense the gifts this man had or if the seemingly 
mechanical activities he complained about were the smoke 
screen that kept his true gifts invisible to others.

Dealing with lots of tenants and subcontractors, he consistently 
followed some implicit pattern in pushing past his own 
comfort to meet the needs of others – taking calls late, not 
setting boundaries over weekends, giving shorter time frames 
to suit others’ needs at the unrelenting cost to his own 
ease. We talked almost every session about the stress that 
was enveloping him, slowly sensing together his felt sense 
narrative of no one “having his back.”  We discovered this was 
a familiar feeling echoing along the corridors of time back to 
childhood. I explained that the stress response, part of the 
body’s attempt to shift from threat to adaptation, was working 
on his behalf, but the chronicity of his stresses, developed 
early in life were now overwhelming his ability to adapt. My 
intention was to be more than educational, as we began to 
shape a new narrative together, one that might integrate his 
past with his current dilemma. No one had this man’s back. 
Over time it became our shared and co-created narrative as he 
began to sense that perhaps I had his back now. 

Having similar experiences myself, I admired his efforts and 
also understood the frustrations of workers not showing up, 
and tenants expecting more than I wanted to give. We moved 
over time from his tight-faced reports and upset, to also having 
real connection and some fun as I joined him in this or that 
challenge over and over. I also closely tracked and supported 
his efforts to take care of himself, as well as his sense of 
having me on his side. He began to slowly notice the feeling 
and meaning of stress and working alone on others’ terms 
while neglecting his own needs. 

“As already noted, depressive feelings emerge when the SEEKING 
system is chronically underactive, for instance, following 
repeated frustrations.” (Panksepp & Biven, 2012, p. 108)

From early life through the struggles of his current situation, 
his SEEKING system was indeed hammered and downtrodden. 
I believe that other previous attempts to shift the “rewards and 
punishments” of Andrew’s work and career life, via finding 
more suitable work environments through career counseling, 
did not sink down deeply enough below the secondary (limbic) 

and tertiary (cortical) levels to access the power and energy of 
his SEEKING system. 

Our narrative of “no one having his back” took on increasing 
importance. For one, it resonated with him and gave us a 
useful way to get a felt sense of the links between the past and 
the present (with a glimmer of a way forward). We began to 
sense together the difficulty we all have undoing these implicit 
patterns that leave us not knowing how to do something that 
was not done on our behalf. One story that figured into our 
work early on was a childhood memory of working in the 
fields with a mask covering his lower face to filter the dust 
and omnipresent grasses to which he was allergic. Only when 
his small exposed eyes puffed up and were nearly closed and 
dark red was he given permission to go back to the house. 
This experience was repeated many times and spoke to the 
physical pain and relentless neglect that defined his early life. 
This kind of neglect is particularly hurtful because the human 
brain is a social organ so we are dependent on kind, responsive 
connection with others throughout our lives. When these 
unresponsive experiences happen at the hands of a parent, 
the pain of this neglect and hurt goes that much deeper. At 
the biological level, such trauma can result in chronically high 
cortisol levels, over time inhibiting protein syntheses in the 
immune system, contributing to allergies and other conditions 
(Cozolino, 2014). I came to learn that Andrew’s allergies were 
more serious than most – even for someone in Austin, where 
allergies are very common.

“When these unresponsive 
experiences happen at the hands 
of a parent, the pain of this neglect 
and hurt goes that much deeper.”
After a substantial number of sessions, Andrew began coming 
in with successes and with more energy for our work. I could 
feel my own engaged SEEKING system finding Andrew and him 
responding to these offers of embodied connection. Notably 
and increasingly our sessions did not begin with a complaint. 
I do believe our building attachment offered an experience 
of someone “having his back,” and as he internalized our 
relationship, slowly translated to him standing up for himself. 
One session he brought in a long letter he had written to a 
property owner saying he would not lease their home until a 
major renovation occurred, towards the goal of drawing in a 
different kind of tenant. He estimated the amount of money 
and the time frame with a buffer built in for himself. The 
owner balked, due to not having that much money. Andrew 
creatively replied that there was a way to take out a home 
equity loan on another property the owner had. In one week, 
he had an agreement along with the experience of pure delight 
that he didn’t have to “shamefully” convince a tenant to move 
into a highly substandard property. The energy and delight 
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in his success was new for both of us. We laughed together 
imagining the “old picture” of one disgruntled ex-tenant 
racing out the back door of the house as another unsuspecting 
one came in the front door – fortunately (or not, for Andrew) 
not talking to the departing one. So here we were, each 
slapping our knees with the energy and pleasure of a special 
connection, interrupting each other spontaneously – like 
squirrels chasing each other’s tails. The room felt alive, our 
PLAY systems engaged.

“The more sophisticated human forms of play may be secondary-
and tertiary-process variants of the primary rough-and-tumble 
urge that we share with other animals… As individuals mature, 
a great deal of human play comes to be focused on verbal 
interchange.” (Panksepp & Biven, 2012, p. 365)

Near the end of that session, he offhandedly mentioned that 
he had begun collecting 45 LP’s - the ones from the 60’s 
and 70’s that hold one song yet are larger than the much 
later CD’s which would hold so many more. I had a rush of 
youthful memories as he told me. I hadn’t thought about 
them in decades. Surely the five and dime store that had them 
perched on that top shelf when I was young and thirsty for 
my own musical expression must have closed by now. He told 
me, “Younger people are buying them as collectors, but they 
have no connection to their early lives, just for the money 
that vintage collections might bring.” But he delighted in 
discovering that they were still available for sale and he had 
been buying a few. As he left, I remembered a story he told me 
early on in our work about staying in his room when young 
listening to music by himself, a deep source of pleasure. My 
curiosity was aroused, and equally important, I sensed my 
CARE system engage.

“There is every reason to believe that the CARE system generates 
positive affects in nurturing caretakers, both female and male. 
In addition to being fueled by oxytocin it is also fueled by 
endogenous opioids. Indeed, endogenous opioids play a role in 
all positive social interactions. Both oxytocin and endogenous 
opioids are soothing ‘feel-good’ chemicals that are known to 
inhibit aggression and irritability.” (Panksepp & Biven, 2012, 
p. 292)

The following week he came in, once again, palpably energized 
as he took his seat. We smiled and he began by telling me with 
genuine excitement of getting “a new 45.”  We began our 
squirrel chase immediately. “Who?” “The Righteous Brothers,” 
he answered. “Cool! Which one?”  He told me the name and 
unfortunately I didn’t know the song, though I also had been 
taken over by the Righteous Brothers when young. I didn’t 
want to put too much of my own enthusiasm into this before I 
sensed his path. 

“I was sitting there listening to the song which I played over 
and over again when I was young, and watching the record 
spin around and around – the colors of the label and the 
writing were exactly the same as when I was a kid. Suddenly I 

flashed back to being about 7 years old and with a girl named 
Jan who lived down the road.” (Remember, there were very few 
neighbors).

He told me that they would get together and listen to records 
in her room, and it was by far one of the most fun times he had 
when that age (SEEKING and PLAY systems no doubt active 
here). I was working hard to contain the full measure of my 
delight as I tracked him, though I could sense the unleashing 
of the energy of such a memory and story linking our brains 
together strongly (Stephens, Silbert, & Hasson, 2010). 

“I remembered something I had not thought of since that time. 
Jan told me a secret. She opened the closet and showed me a 
small door in the wall, a wooden door. She said it was a door to 
a special room where only kids could go. It was a ‘magic room.’  
I was so excited and kept staring at that door.”

I felt chills remembering my own wandering off to places in 
our back woods, to a caved-in barn that had been abandoned 
by everyone and by time itself - except our gang of guys who 
played imaginary games until a piercing sharp whistle called 
us to dinner.

“We never pried the door open.”  I didn’t ask why, somehow 
knowing that question was not yet relevant and likely too 
much of an imposition. He went on as I sat quiet and open but 
on the edge of my ability to contain the excitement (or tragedy) 
that lay ahead.

Then it came. 

“Of course I know now that it was not a special door into a 
magic room only for kids. It was likely a small trap door for 
access to the plumbing for the bathroom next door.”

I was wary as I anticipated, by the look on his face and the 
drop in his tone, that we were in for a fall for a man who had 
had so many such disappointments in his life. How would I 
respond to him if he lost his footing with his newly-awakening 
SEEKING system?  Clearly I was getting ahead of us, predicting. 
Internally I came back to the edge of the unknown and found 
my curiosity again as he continued.

“But you know what?  As I stared at the record and watched the 
colorful label spin and heard that song again – the same song 
we listened to over and over, I knew something - it really was 
a magic room because it brought us so much excitement and 
imagination. And as I tell you this story right now, well, it’s the 
same. I feel so much joy remembering that time with her. And 
telling you, I feel it again. So it doesn’t matter whether or not it 
was what she said it was – it gave us so much fun.”

For a moment, I was thrown off by his words because they 
were so much a reflection of this brand new territory he was 
now able to explore, perhaps for the first time in his life. I 
was witnessing the sharp turn in his understanding linking 
the past and present moment. I had not anticipated him 
re-experiencing the old implicit felt sense of that moment 
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with Jan, followed by his developing brain’s ability to hold 
the deeper meaning beyond the potential disappointment. I 
was inspired to see how his mind could artfully and genuinely 
make sense of the paradox – it was not magic, yet it was magic. 
Our ability to hold such complexity is the gift of an integrating 
brain. To me, Andrew was demonstrating a reawakening of a 
complex moment from a much younger age as his higher brain 
linked with the subcortical powers – bottom up integration in 
living color. This neural event was palpable as we sensed the 
coursing energy within and between us, activated from below, 
moving upward to his, and then our, reengagement with 
lower primitive and powerful emotional resources. SEEKING, 
PLAY, and CARE were alive and well in the space between 
us. (Reconnecting to the disassociated seeking/curiosity/life 
energy systems the boundary is open and even the reader of 
this cannot help but re-experience resonance – a case where 
we are not making a boundary between the past and present 
but reopening it – past present/up down (in the neuro system)

“‘...I knew something - it really was a 
magic room because it brought us so 
much excitement and imagination.’” 

“The most wonderful evolutionary tool to achieve full 
socialization of the brain is the rough-and-tumble PLAY system 
of the mammalian brain. Social PLAY allows youngsters to learn 
about social dynamics in affectively positive ways, leading them 
to CARE about others while they SEEK to understand the world. 
An enormous number of behavioral and mental functions may 
be refined during youthful play.” (Panksepp, 2007)

We have been exploring some of the many living processes 
through which we might view Andrew’s story. SCT suggests 
that the deep internal life force holds a component of survival 
that will generate protective roles when under threat, which 
were highly adaptive at that time (Agazarian, 2014). Though 
survival was better insured by their development, implicitly 
reengaging these roles later in life costs further growth and 
transformation as the roles become closed systems not able 
to allow in new information and experience. When we are 
joined and heard by another, our system has the opportunity 
to reopen and take in new information, including the living 
presence of the other person as we internalize them and their 
responsiveness to us.

Reflecting back on Porges’ perspective on safety, Andrew 
and I had developed an interpersonal system that could be 
understood as being something like a “magic room” offering 
safety, security and the vitality of two SEEKING systems 
moving gradually toward full PLAY and deepening CARE. 
We might imagine that Andrew’s neuroception of safety 
was increasing during our ongoing work as our connection 
deepened and became more secure. Because I deemphasized 
evaluation and problem-solving of his various upsetting 

encounters and instead prioritized interpersonal engagement, 
we had the possibility of moving into new territory together 
rather than activating old protections. What we learn most 
from Porges is that nonjudgmental acceptance and openness 
to the other person as he or she is in the moment leads to the 
possibility of the other person deepening into the wisdom 
of his or her natural healing process. It is possible that 
as Andrew’s social engagement system reengaged, different 
levels and networks of his brain were reconnecting leading 
to increases in neuroplastic change, fostering new ways to 
engage his world of complex relationships.

At the core of it all was my initial felt sense of Andrew’s 
diminished access to his SEEKING system, brought on by the 
ongoing neglect he experienced in childhood. His continually 
frustrated attempts to engage with others along with the 
poverty of his social environment in general gradually blunted 
his SEEKING system. Eventually, all that was left was a felt 
sense of frustration and a bleak view of life’s possibilities 
as this core wound shaped the perceptions of his limbic and 
cortical regions. However, these vital inborn energies are 
always available for reshaping and renewal in the context 
of a receptive relationship. This is what Andrew and I found 
together. 

“The ways in which motherly, and fatherly, CARE help nurture the 
brain are of great importance for understanding how altruism, 
compassion, and empathy became possible.” (Panksepp & 
Biven, 2012, p. 309)

I respect and deeply value all these perspectives and 
orientations, and find that they make their way into my work at 
moments when they will support transformation. With another 
patient, a different mix of approaches or emphases would 
likely lead the way. However, I have increasing confidence 
that one thing would remain - my deep commitment to my 
relationship with Andrew as well as others I feel honored to 
work with. That commitment is what guides us in gaining 
implicit knowledge and sharing healing experiences not easily 
available through cognitive-only centered processes. In the 
space between us, something emerges that no one could have 
anticipated. 

“...an unfolding process that is not 
the property of either one of us 
separately but is the result of our 
interaction, ...”
This, to me, is the essence of transformation, an unfolding 
process that is not the property of either one of us separately but 
is the result of our interaction, as the freed-up life force moves 
between us equally and collaboratively regardless of which 
chair one is sitting in. I refer to this natural process of therapy 
as the emergence of the authentic selves. Offering curiosity 
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about who a person is, being available both emotionally and 
interpersonally, and staying open to being changed in the 
relationship are foundational for me. 

“It has long been known that the most effective psychotherapy 
occurs when clinicians know how to approach clients with 
unconditional acceptance, empathic sensitivity, and full concern 
for their emotion lives. In a word, effective psychotherapists 
share their ability for CARE.” (Panksepp & Biven, 2012, p. 310)

Updates:
Andrew’s path ahead, like all of ours, is a long journey, though 
for him the moment-to-moment turns of daily life now include 
more proactive care of his body, less accumulated stress, and 
more fun and connection with others. As he and I moved 
through this past year, three updates stand out for me. The 
first two have to do with successes that Andrew initiated 
of his own accord. As his birthday approached, he quietly 
undid a life-long pattern of not attending to himself or any 
needs. (“What’s the big deal about a birthday?”)  This time 
he researched musical instruments and sent a link in an 
email to Joan that what he most wanted for his birthday was 
a guitar. In his childhood, he had been drawn to an old guitar 
in his home, but had not pursued an ongoing study of music, 
mostly because of a lack of encouragement. As I heard that 
Joan hadn’t said much about the email he sent her, I silently 
crossed my fingers that she was attuned to the significance of 
his request, a reactivation of a seeking from long ago. He came 
in a few weeks later with a picture of a brand new guitar and 
the special time he was already having relearning chords. He 
was genuinely moved by her responsiveness that resulted in 
him receiving what he really wanted. 

The second situation related to work. Andrew had covered 
for his boss while he was on extended travel, creatively 
managing a very successful conclusion to a complex real 
estate sale. In my view, his boss had taken the low road in 
terms of compensation, thus discounting Andrew’s enormous 
contribution to the success of a deal that had previously fallen 
apart a number of times due to his boss not paying close 
attention to critical details. With no discussion between us, 
Andrew brought in a letter that he had written and sent to his 
boss the previous week. As he began the session by reading 
it, I was moved, proud and inspired all in one breath. His 
strength, honesty and ability to both stand up for himself 
while articulating the context of the long history they had was 
artful and right to the heart. Though he did not ask for more 
compensation, what he did do gracefully was “get his own 
back,” which was the “compensation” he himself most needed. 
He hadn’t waited until his eyes were blurry and aching to be 
given permission to take care of himself. A previous painful 
implicit memory was being reshaped, changing his former 
narrative and resulting in a sense of security and trust in 
himself and his social world.

And finally, recently I moved my office of 20 plus years to 
another office in the same suite. Most everything in the office 

is different than the previous one, with art created by friends. 
A large unpolished ocean jasper gemstone from Madagascar 
resides on the lower shelf of a wooden side table. Andrew 
came in, looked around with approval of all the changes and 
then his eyes found the stone. He turned to me and graciously 
suggested I might want to put a hidden light on it to make the 
facets glow while highlighting the numerous embedded gems. 
I didn’t know exactly what that might look like practically 
and in a few short moments he explained to me what, where 
and how. I spent that weekend excitedly assembling my 
new spotlight. It is one of the features of my new office that 
consistently receives enthusiastic attention. He came in the 
following week and I could see his eyes immediately and 
magnetically move to the shelf. He stared at it quietly for a few 
moments. He looked at me and, smiling, said it was beautiful 
and had a sparkle. I agreed. Top down meets bottom up meets 
back and forth. I opened to the CARE he was offering. The 
conversation continues. Magical. 
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SCT Training Overview
The SCT training curriculum offers training opportunities at 
the four levels described below, as well as specialty training 
in SAVI (a communications model) and in applying SCT to 
particular contexts (e.g., organizations, psychotherapy).

Four Levels of SCT Training: Exploration, 
Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced
Each level includes work with SCT theory, experiential 
practice (learning by working as a member of a group), skill 
development and observation training. We encourage you to 
develop in SCT by attending training events to the level that 
matches your interest and resources. 

The SCT approach to training is skill-based and focused on 
mastering the theory, methods, and techniques at each level 
of training rather than “checking off” certain experiences. 
Readiness to take the next steps is determined by self-
assessment and consultation with trainers, mentors and peers 
in relation to criteria and outcomes goals for that level. 
Moving through any training pathway in SCT is paced by each 
individual’s time, energy and resources, and by development 
of skills appropriate to each training level.

Exploring SCT: For Curious People
In exploring SCT you can attend foundation or specialized 
training events once or as many times as you find useful. Some 
find the training groups valuable for their own development; 
others want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to 
compare it to their own; others use elements of theory and 
technique in their current practical applications. At this level 
of participation, you are your own guide, as your interests and 
resources permit.

Foundation Training: Learning SCT
Foundation level training in SCT is the next step from exploring 
systems-centered ideas. The training events are the same – the 
difference is a change of goal, from exploration to mastery; 
from following one’s personal interests and learnings to 
preparing to use systems-centered methods with others. The 
Foundation training emphasizes learning to use SCT methods 
with one’s self and gaining the personal development that 
comes from working in an ongoing training group with 
sufficient intensity to develop a systems-centered rather than 
person-centered perspective of group dynamics.  The major 
outcomes of Foundation level training are:

• Ability to work in functional subgroup

• Ability to the shift from a personal to a member perspec-
tive 

• Ability to use the SCT protocols to undo own defenses

• Sufficient exploration of issues with authority to be able 
to contain and explore these issues.

If you find yourself exploring the wish to make this shift into 
more structured training, you should make contact with an 
SCT trainer to find out more about the training process. 

Intermediate Training: Applying SCT in 
Context
The focus in Intermediate training is on learning to use 
systems-centered methods and techniques to build working 
systems with others. This builds on Foundation level work, 
in which members learn the basics of using systems-centered 
methods with themselves. 

Members move from Foundation to Intermediate level 
training based on readiness. For the shift from Foundation 
to Intermediate level work, members have worked in an SCT 
experiential group sufficiently to have:

• Learned to subgroup, recognizing the fork in the road 
between explaining and exploring

• Learned how to work with SCT techniques to undo their 
own anxiety, tension, depression and outrage

• Recognized their pulls to compliant and defiant roles 
and role-locks

• Developed a sufficient awareness of their own authority 
issues to be able to contain and explore them, rather 
than act them out

• Developed a good ability not to take others and them-
selves “just personally”

• Developed ability to recognize and shift from a per-
son-centered to a member perspective

• Developed a working knowledge of systems-centered 
theory, methods, and techniques, which forms the basis 
for applying SCT with others.

Making this shift signals members’ intention to make SCT a 
major orientation in their work. Intermediate level work is the 
base from which members become eligible to apply for licens-
ing as an SCT Practitioner, if that is their goal. 

Intermediate training includes: Intermediate Skills Training, 
Intermediate Mentor Training, and the Authority Issue Group. 
Intermediate members work in a Theory group, Consultation 
and their ongoing training groups. Members interested in 
applying SCT in organizational or task-focused contexts can 
get practice by joining an SCTRI work group to develop skill in 
applying their SCT skills in the service of task goals.
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Advanced Training: Continuing  
Development
Advanced training emphasizes the integration of 
comprehensive and apprehensive knowledge into functional 
roles that relate to the goal of the context. Advanced training 
is ongoing and can be done in several contexts:

• Working as a member of a peer licensing group to build 
a working group, develop criteria for assessment, and 
implement a peer assessment process

• Joining the Board of Directors as a context for advanced 
training. Anyone who has completed the Authority Issue 
Group in Intermediate level training, may apply to serve 
on the Board of Directors

• Participating in the advanced training track offered at 
the Annual Conference for post-Authority Issue Group 
members

• Participating in Theory groups, which support the ongo-
ing exploration of innovations, leading edge thinking and 
amplification of different aspects of the Theory of Living 
Human Systems and its application

• Working with mentors to develop additional training 
opportunities, including workshops, consultation and 
research.

.

It may seem odd that, no matter how experienced people are 
in their fields, or senior in the methods they work in, or varied 
in their applications (business, psychotherapy, organizational 
development, education, life) when they want to explore and 
learn SCT they begin with the Foundation.  So, why?

Thinking systems for most of us is a different perspective 
on our world. Moreover, SCT is a theory-driven practice so 
that even if people are oriented to systems thinking already, 
they do not yet have the experience of working in a system 
where interventions are based on a Theory of Living Human 
Systems. In other words, Foundation level training provides 
people with an opportunity to experience for themselves, 
on an apprehensive level, how the world is different when 
experienced from a systems-centered perspective. 

Although Foundation training is the first level of training in 
SCT, it is not simply a gateway to more advanced training. 
Foundation level work is a keystone training in itself and offers 
members an opportunity to work with others to build systems 
or groups that support both the professional and personal 
development of all members. Based on our theoretical concept 
of isomorphy, as the group develops and transforms, members 
develop and transform to ever increasing levels of complexity. 
There is no end point in human development, and members 
in the Foundation level of training have an opportunity to 
continue to access deeper levels of understanding of the 
human experience. In this way, the Foundation level training 
is open-ended, with many members deciding to continue to 
explore, develop and transform in foundation groups for years. 

Everyone is free and encouraged to participate in Foundation 
level trainings for as long as they find them useful and 
satisfying.

Some members, however, want to use SCT in working with 
others or want to move further into mastery of systems-centered 
theory and methods. For these members, the Foundation level 
training becomes more focused on mastery of the core skills to 
ensure they are ready to move into Intermediate level. These 
skills are also important membership skills for all who are in 
Foundation level training, as they are behaviors that indicate 
that one has shifted from viewing the world from a solely 
personal perspective to a broader view of the world in which 
one is a member of the larger system. Demonstrated mastery of 
the following Foundation skills is the basic criterion when one 
decides to enter Intermediate Training. 

Foundation Skills / Intermediate Criteria

• Ability to work in functional subgroup

• Ability to the shift from a personal to a member 
perspective 

• Ability to use the SCT protocols to undo own defenses

• Sufficient exploration of issues with authority to be able 
to contain and explore these issues

Although some of the criteria listed above are certainly not 
unique to SCT, what is unique is that each skill puts into 
operation a method derived from a Theory of Living Human 
Systems. As members progress through Intermediate and 

Foundation Level SCT Training: It Really is the 
Foundation

Program Notes
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A Big Thank You from SCTRI!
Three board members recently left the SCTRI board of Directors: 

Eileen Jones, Joy Luther and Sven-Erik Viskari. 

Eileen served on the Board for 17 years from 2000-2017.

 Joy served on the Board for 13 years from 2004-2017.

  Sven-Erik served on the Board for 11 years from 2006-20017.

Much appreciation for all they have contributed to SCTRI.  

We are also pleased that Jim Peightel has returned to the Board of Directors. Jim 
previously served from 2003-2011. Welcome back Jim!

Advanced levels of training they learn how to integrate the 
theory of Living Human Systems into their practice and to 
make leadership interventions based on their theoretical 
understanding of the system’s current phase of development. 

By having all who are new to SCT begin with Foundation level 
training---regardless of their expertise or years of experience 
in their professional fields - SCT offers people opportunity 
to explore for themselves how the world is different when 
experienced through the lens of a Theory of Living Human 
Systems. And if they find value in this experience, SCT 
training offers them a sequence of theoretical, experiential 
and skill trainings to develop the ability to facilitate building 
systems-centered systems- groups, teams, organizations- using 
the methods they first practiced as members in Foundation 
groups. However, as leaders, they now have the ability to 
see and attune to the group-as-a-whole with a theoretical 
understanding of how the SCT methods are influencing the 
survival, development and transformation of the group as 
members build the kind of systems they want to live in. 

Training at the Foundation level includes:

• Experiential practice:  Membership in an ongoing 
Foundation Group to develop the capacity to attune and 
to contribute to the development of an SCT group by 
subgrouping. Developing a systems-centered rather than 
a person-centered perspective of group dynamics.

• Learning and applying skills:  Learning to use SCT 
protocols to undo one’s own defenses: social defenses, 
anxiety, tension and depression. Recognizing one’s own 
pulls to roles and role-locks with other group members 
and recognizing one’s own authority issues. Being able to 
contain and explore interpersonal and authority issues, 
rather than act them out.

• Theory:  Learning the basics of the Theory of Living 
Human Systems (TLHS) and the methods and techniques 
of systems-centered practice.

• Observation and research training:  Developing the 
ability to observe and test hypotheses in application of 
SCT methods and techniques.
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From SCTRI’S Action Groups
SCTRI in a Nutshell
SCTRI is a volunteer organization. All roles (except 
Administrators) are filled with volunteer members who have 
time, energy and resources for the tasks. Working in an SCTRI 
Action Group is a learning environment for applying SCT in the 
service of task goals.

Board of Directors: Sets policy, oversees organizational 
direction, structure and function. This group meets twice 
yearly; selects, supports and guides the Director; and is made 
up of members at the advanced training level and beyond.

Director: Carries the organizational vision and values, 
oversees implementation, represents the organization to the 
larger world.

Associate Director: Keeps an eye on the overall activities 
and events within the organization and provides 
linkages among the Action Groups.

Research Director: Develops the research function with 
goals of fully integrating research into SCTRI and crossing the 
boundary to the larger world.

Treasurer: Keeps an eye on the ability of SCTRI to support its 
activities and events with adequate financial resources.

Steering Group: Implements policies and links Action Groups. 
Selected by and acts with the authority of the Board of 
Directors between its semi-annual meetings; meets weekly.

System Mentors: Keep an eye on the overall functioning 
of SCTRI and systems-centered training with the goal of 
maintaining the spirit and values of SCT. Mentors consult to 
members and Action Groups as needed.

Action Groups: Small groups of members carrying out specific 
aspects of the work of SCTRI. Currently, the Action Groups 
within SCTRI are: Annual Conference, Continuing Education, 
Curriculum Development, Finance, Fundraising, Membership, 
Newsletter, E-News, Research, Trainers, Licensed Practitioners 
and Web.

Administrators: Carry out organizational tasks under the 
supervision of the Director, Associate Director and the Steering 
Group.

Board of Directors’ Report 
May 2017
Introduction
The SCTRI Board of Directors held its spring meeting on May 
11-14, 2017 in Philadelphia.
The Board meets twice each year for 3.5 days each time. The 
first 2 days are process work with our consultant Yvonne 

Agazarian working to reduce the restraining forces to taking up 
our roles as Board members. The remaining 1.5 days are spent 
working the business of the Board, to carry the vision for the 
organization and oversee its implementation.

Organizational Process Work
In preparation for the Board meeting, each member develops 
a force field of driving and restraining forces for taking up 
membership on the Board. With our consultant, we start 
our process work by reviewing these force fields with an eye 
on isomorphy, noticing that the information we as Board 
members hold also is information for the system-as-a-whole.
At our last Board meeting, in October 2016, we identified 
that our challenge as a system is to integrate new theoretical 
developments across the organization. Since October, Board 
members have met several times in an online theory group 
toward the goal of transferring the ownership of the theory 
from Yvonne to the Board.
As part of this transfer of ownership, we experimented with a 
different structure during the two Process days with the goal 
of developing SCT leadership in the group. Instead of relying 
on our consultant as the sole leader, the group cooperated 
with Yvonne’s decision to assign leadership positions to those 
members whom she sees as having the greatest resources 
for particular roles. Susan Gantt took up Board Task Leader 
role, and Mike Maher took up Board Process Leader role. Ray 
Haddock took up the newly-created role of Chief Theoretician, 
orienting the Board to theory as we worked.
With an eye on the new Person-as-a-System chart, we explored 
our driving and restraining forces to taking up our Board 
member roles with our full authority. As we worked, we 
discovered, from our apprehensive experiences, how to 
develop operational definitions for Inner Person, Inter-Person, 
and Person-as-a-Whole role systems. And we also deepened 
our understanding of how to integrate our learnings with what 
we already know about a Theory of Living Human Systems.

Organizational Policy Work
We carried our understanding of theory into the next day and 
a half, and we paid attention to role systems and the group 
climate as we conducted the business of the Board. We used 
the well-known norms for a work group with Director Susan 
Gantt in Task Leader role, with members volunteering and 
rotating as process leaders. A major development during this 
task time was how we as a Board vectored the work, as much 
as possible, to the SAW perspective by using our Inner Person 
energy to fuel our Inter-Person communications instead of 
communicating from our Inner Person “old adaptive role-
systems.”
We found that our energy, efficiency and enjoyment of our 
work increased when we paid attention to the role system we 
were in as we brought information into the group. 
We used the reports submitted by different subsystems and 
task groups to build our agenda, noting the information in 
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each report was a voice for the organization. We ranked the 
issues raised in these reports as high-medium-low with an 
eye on importance and immediacy and worked them in that 
order, some with more depth and some as a start for work to 
be continued. We are grateful to all of the subsystems that 
generated the energy and information that fueled our work 
this meeting.
Areas of work included:

Website: Several members of the Board have formed an Ad 
Hoc Group to reorganize the website’s layout and update the 
content.

Coordination of Work Groups: We agreed to create more link-
age among the Trainers Group, Licensed Practitioners Group 
and Curriculum Development Group to integrate the theoreti-
cal innovations into training groups and develop criteria and 
goals for each level of training.

Finance: Given SCTRI’s mission of operating within a financial 
reality, we agreed to ask the Finance Group to allocate expens-
es into categories that match our vision and values (research, 
training, web, outreach, etc.). In addition, we agreed to explore 
grant opportunities to support the work of SCTRI. 

Community Scholar: As a way to cross the boundary to the 
outside world, the organization will be offering a Community 
Scholarship for the 2018 SCT Conference to a low-income work-
er at a not-for-profit agency in the San Francisco area.

Crossing the Boundary: We explored both the ways in which 
Board members are introducing SCT to the larger community 
and started to identify some restraining forces that prevent us 
from fulfilling our mission of introducing SCT strategies for 
change to organizations, groups, and individuals in private, 
public, and clinical settings. We agreed to continue this work 
of identifying and reducing restraining forces to crossing the 
boundary at our next meeting. 

Changes in Board Membership
The Board also said good-bye in this context to members 
leaving the Board: Eileen Jones who has been a Board member 
since 2000; Joy Luther who has been on the Board since 2004; 
and Sven-Erik Viskari who started his membership in 2006.The 
Board also welcomed Jim Peightel as a new (returning) Board 
member.
We welcome new members to the Board. We are made up of 
post-Authority Issue Group members who have the time and 
energy to take up the role. If you meet these criteria, and 
have an interest joining, please contact Jim Peightel. Our next 
meeting will be held in Philadelphia, October 12-15, 2017.
Your Board of Directors:
Claudia Byram, Fran Carter, Rowena Davis, Dick Ganley, 
Susan Gantt, Dorothy Gibbons, Ray Haddock, Eileen Jones, 
Nina Klebanoff, Joy Luther, Annie MacIver, Mike Maher, Jon 
McCormick, Rich O’Neill, Jim Peightel and Sven-Erik Viskari

Steering Group
In this issue, instead of reporting “what” work the Steering 
Group has accomplished since the last edition, we have 
decided to give members an inside look at “how” we work. 

The Steering Group undertakes the ongoing work of running 
the Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute. It 
operates with the devolved plenipotentiary authority of the 
Board and acts on behalf of the Board to implement operational 
decisions and to address strategic issues that cannot wait for 
our next Board meeting.

We meet weekly by phone; there are currently four Board 
members on the Steering Group, (Claudia Byram, Susan Gantt, 
Dorothy Gibbons, Mike Maher). We are supported in our work 
by our administrators, Kathy Lum and Jan Vadell.

We use SCT techniques in how we work – reflecting and 
building and exploring differences in subgroups. We pay 
attention to role inductions, and use Task and Process leaders 
to organize and contain the work. Working this way we 
have generated a communication climate with high levels 
of information transfer between members. Just as the whole 
organization is an experiment in using the Theory of Living 
Human Systems, so we see our work as participating in and 
contributing to the experiment. This has led to an environment 
where we can be straightforward, easy, even playful while 
going about our business.

At the heart of our work is the troublesomeness of coming up 
against reality. We are not always able to do the things we 
want to do – we come up against the perennial issues of time, 
energy and resources, and we constantly work to relate to 
these realities rather than how we would prefer things to be. 

For example – we rely on our Conference to generate most of 
the income for the organization. To maximize this income, we 
negotiate with the host hotel to get meeting rooms for free if we 
achieve a certain number of Conference participants staying 
at the hotel. We operate with an important value: that people 
should be free to make the best choices for themselves, but we 
also want people to understand that their choices impact the 
organization’s capacity to function, and support every SCT 
member in how they use SCT in their lives and work.

This dilemma of balancing our goals with reality surfaces 
over and again, and we work it over and again in the Steering 
Group. We want to do things – we need the time, resources and 
energy to be freely available for taking on these things– and 
we want to be sure no-one works from an old role (“martyr” is 
a favorite) in taking on more than is good for them.

Another important role for the Steering Group is our interface 
with, and support for, the various volunteer action groups 
responsible for specific aspects of organizational function.  
Our goal is to help each group recognize its current phase of 
development and support the members to build a working SCT 
system. 
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We work through with the action groups to find the balance 
point in relation to the authority they are equipped to take 
for the function they perform. Together with the group, we 
consider the resources they have available in their group, and 
come to a view about the level of our oversight that is functional. 
In this way we try to find the “sweet spot” between over- and 
under-managing, with an eye on developing systems within 
the organization and on how our values are expressed in 
actions, particularly when it comes to how SCT is represented 
to the world.

Finally on what we do, the Steering Group is a context in 
which we can develop our own skills in taking up leadership 
and membership roles, and in which we support each other in 
experimenting with these.

As a last word, Sven-Erik Viskari has decided to leave the 
Board and therefore, the Steering Group after two years of 
membership. His thoughtful, attuned presence will be sorely 
missed.

Mike Maher (mike.maher1@me.com)
Dorothy Gibbons (dorothygibbons2@gmail.com)

Sven-Erik Viskari (sven-erik.viskari@telia.com)
Susan Gantt (sgantt@systemscentered.com)
Claudia Byram (claudiabyram@gmail.com)

.
Conference 2017
The theme of the 2017 Conference, “Uncertainty and Emergence: 
Staying Curious at the Edge of the Unknown,” came to life 
throughout the week, as members, subgroups and the group-
as-a-whole worked together in new ways in the Institutes, 
trainings, workshops and the large group. 

Being new in our Co-Director roles this year, this was also 
the theme of our experience in the months leading up to the 
Conference. When new issues or questions would arise, we 
found that staying curious and open helped us explore. Two 
norms emerged over time: experimenting and having fun. 
Framing decisions as experiments freed up our curiosity and 
moved us away from negative predictions. And we found 
that bringing a spirit of spontaneity and fun into our roles 
freed up our energy and made the work a pleasure. We were 
delighted with how these themes also emerged throughout 
the Conference, as members experimented with new ways of 
expressing themselves and new ways of subgrouping.

For example, in the large group, Yvonne introduced an 
approach to working with pre-verbal trauma through wordless 
expression. Later, when several subgroups emerged at once, 
the group identified who was in each of the subgroups via 
raised hands, so that important voices were not dropped 
and the energy was held by a subgroup while the differences 
waited to come in. In addition, the Friday workshop focused 
on the creativity and benefit of survivor roles developed to 

manage a difficult experience - the blank face. 

The spirit of experimentation was also taken up by the 
Hospitality Group, trying out new ways of matching Buddies 
by using technology and asking new registrants if they 
wanted a Buddy. Participants in the Thursday evening party 
experimented with new dances, led by our DJ. The system 
also experimented with new ways of managing Continuing 
Education Credits/Units and capturing feedback. 

We are deeply appreciative of the work of the Administrators 
(Kathy Lum and Jan Vadell) and for the continuity they 
provide by sharing their experience and thoughtful guidance. 
The Conference is a system that has developed over many 
years, with contributions from many members, and we 
also appreciate the work of Co-Directors from years past 
who captured their learning in policies, structures and 
timelines we could build on. With all of this support, we 
felt we were “in it together” and were pleased with how this 
year’s participants also got in the boat and rowed along – 
by volunteering, teaching, hosting and attending welcome 
events and sharing feedback so that the system can continue 
to develop and transform. 

If you have feedback about the Conference you have not yet 
shared, we would love to hear it. Please email Debbie Woolf at 
dwoolf@comcast.net. In addition to feedback from attendees, 
we are also interested in feedback from those who did not 
attend if there are specific restraining forces we could learn 
from. 

Mark your calendars now for San Francisco, April 7 – 13, 2018 
when we’ll explore Conflict to Collaboration: From “Us vs. 
Them” to “We.”

Debbie Woolf (dwoolf@comcast.net) 
Gayna Havens (gaynahavens@rcn.com)

Dayne Narretta (daynenarretta@gmail.com)
Alida Zwidler-McKay (zmcunsulting@mac.com).

Curriculum Development
Over the past few years, we have benefited from having 
members from different “generations” of SCT training in the 
Curriculum Development Group, as each generation’s training 
reflects SCT’s theoretical developments. This provides our 
group with both a historic perspective and a more up-to-date 
experience in being trained in leading edge innovations.

In an attempt to consolidate the original goals of SCT training 
with newer aspects of training, our group is currently 
reviewing the “Systems-Centered Training and Assessment 
Logbook,” first compiled in 2001. Yes, this 24-page document 
is 16 years old! Some may remember receiving this logbook 
which includes a chart for tracking your training events, 
along with a section for collecting your force fields as you 
progress through the training program. Our goal in the 
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CDG is to review and update the Training Objectives for 
Foundation and Intermediate levels so that this Training Log 
can be a useful tool for current trainees and their trainers and 
consultants. As we review the log, we are impressed with the 
clear and comprehensive vision of the SCT training program 
that has existed from the beginning, and  the adherence, over 
the years, to the basic values and goals of our training.

We see this review of the Training Log as one way to support 
the Trainers and the Trainers Group, and we continue to look 
for other ways in which we can best support the training 
program.

We want to thank Alida Zweidler-McKay for her seven years 
of membership in the CDG. We appreciate the organizational 
development expertise as well as the heart that Alida brought 
to our meetings. We wish her well as she contributes her 
leadership skills to the larger system in her conference 
co-director role. 

Claudia Byram (Claudia.byram@verizon.net)
Dorothy Gibbons (dorothygibbons2@gmail.com)

Madeline O’Carroll (madmoc1@gmail.com).
Fundraising
With the Endowment Fund now in place, the Fundraising 
Action Group has turned our fundraising efforts back to the 
Yvonne Agazarian Research Scholar Fund. The three games 
at this past Conference in Philadelphia  raised a total of 
$1,450. Thank you, Bernd Postma, for the rousing last minute 
encouragement to potential participants in the hotel’s hallway! 
The Jelly Bean game netted $385, the Dancing Game “Heads or 
Tails” $600, and the Silent Auction $465. Thank you to all who 
were participating! And a special thank you to the anonymous 
donors who made all the prizes possible.

Our small group continues with a membership of three, so we 
welcome new energy and ideas. If you are so inclined, contact 
any one of us.

Elaine Pratt (elainepratt35@gmail) 
Deb Ziegler (dzconsult@gmail.com)

.
Research
Dick Ganley and Jackie Mogle presented a Monday afternoon 
workshop at the Conference, titled “Uncertainty & Emergence 
in Psychotherapy with SCT.” The brief description of this 
workshop on the Systems-centered website noted that there 
would be a live research component as part of this event. The 
focus, however, was on theoretical and experiential learning 
regarding the driving and restraining forces around staying at 

the edge of the unknown in psychotherapy. 

This design was created as an experiment, to see if more 
people would be interested in research if integrated into a 
workshop with a topic of interest, and to help participants see 
that some research can be relatively simple, and even done 
in their own practices. Data from a single case study of PTSD 
was also presented. The design was successful in drawing in 
more participants, with nine people attending, and none of 
these were researchers. The feedback was that people wished 
they knew more from the conference brochure, which only 
included the title and not the brief write up, that research 
would be involved, which is something we will do in the future.

As a system, our research component is still in an early stage of 
development. There are currently four ongoing projects: 

- Rich O’Neill is leading a team attempting to replicate 
earlier findings showing that SCT is useful in helping 
organizations run more effectively. He is extending the 
research to see if expected SAVI patterns account for the 
improvements. 

- Berry Tripp, Maria Akerlund, and Susan Gantt are 
analyzing data from a study that compared SCT in-service 
training groups, with other approaches, in a medical 
rehabilitation setting. 

- Rich O’Neill, Susan Gantt, and Gary Burlingame are 
continuing to analyze data from the development of the 
FAQ-2. 

- I am working with Jacquie Mogle to develop and 
implement a model for treating adult-onset PTSD, with 
Fran Carter consulting on some of this work. 

As Research Director, I plan to follow the energy as it emerges 
and to encourage further development. If anyone has any 
ideas they would like to share around this, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Dick Ganley (dickganley@aol.com)

.
Trainers’ Group
We are energized as we approach summer, coming off the 
spring Conference in Philadelphia.  The Trainers’ Group 
continues to develop training for advanced members and 
trainers, in support of emerging leadership energy in the 
system. 

The Trainers Group meets bi-monthly on the fourth Monday of 
the month. 

The current members of the Trainers’ Group include:

Nina Klebanoff, Dick Ganley, Ray Haddock, Robert Hartford, 
Joy Luther, Yvonne Agazarian, Fran Carter, Rowena Davis, 
Erika Ekedal, Susan Gantt, Dorothy Gibbons, Susan Lange, 
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Annie MacIver, Mike Maher, Lotte Paans, Rich O’Neill, Heather 
Twomey, Sven-Erik Viskari, Susan Beren, Richard Campa, 
Madeline O’Carroll and Norma Safransky, and we welcome 
with our whole hearts, our newest member, Meigs Ross. 

The Trainers’ Group supports implementation of the SCTRI 
training curriculum. Liaison: Claudia Byram.

Current Goals of the Trainers’ Group:

1. To be a community for trainers to discuss ideas and 
problems and to track innovations across contexts.

2. To track the training needs of the system and develop 
trainings that meets them. 

3. To implement training and work in conjunction with 
SCTRI.

4. To develop a training pathway for training trainers and 
new members of this group.

5. To share exciting and emergent developments from our 
training groups.

6. To have fun!

One primary focus of the Trainers’ Group continues to be, 
development of and training for advanced members and 
trainers. As we look in detail toward developing this training 
we recognize the need to create pathways for new leaders to 
emerge and to have sufficient, ongoing advanced training for 
these new leaders. One way that this has emerged over the 
years is through the staffing at our Conferences. 

Each year, a subgroup of the Trainers’ Group has the significant 
task of staffing the Conference morning Trainings (drop-in 
group leadership and co-leadership roles in morning training 
and consultation groups). These roles are an important entry 
into training in our organization, where those interested in 
becoming trainers can take up leadership roles. We continue 
to be grateful for Claudia Bram, Fran Carter, Susan Gantt and 
Dorothy Gibbons for their hard work, as they match members’ 
interest in developing leadership with the current leadership 
opportunities. These experienced Trainers are available for 
consultation with the Drop-In leaders before and after the 
Conference, to assist with planning for the Drop-In and/or 
processing afterwards.

A subgroup of the Trainers’ Group has been formed to take the 
next steps drafting the pathway for licensed SCT Practitioners 
to become Trainers. Members are Fran Carter, Joy Luther, 
Claudia Byram, and Ray Haddock.

We have tremendous gratitude for the high energy of our 
volunteer Trainers and hope you will consider joining us as 
you find your next step toward becoming a Trainer. 

Robert Hartford (robertghartford@gmail.com).

Web Group
The web group has “migrated” the website from its old 
platform, to a new site (which is now live). The goal was to 
make the website mobile and tablet friendly allowing people 
to access the website from any device as has become a modern 
requirement. Being “mobile and tablet friendly” means the site 
will automatically readjust to fit any screen size. Additionally, 
Google gives search preference to sites that are mobile friendly. 

We also made several enhancements to services previously 
offered on the site. We have updated the forums; we have 
updated the “member directory” with a search tool allowing 
members to search for other members via a variety of variables 
(for example, their city/state, their qualifications, and if they 
volunteer as a host); we added a new “File Sharing & Storage” 
capability to allow members to store documents on the site; 
we have created a new “Events” program, which is a definite 
improvement (in our opinion!) on the old one aesthetically 
and logically, and also requires less administrative work to 
add events, as well as producing a calendar showing all the 
upcoming events. 

We hope users find the site easier to use and remain logged in. 
We’d love to hear your experiences and feedback.

We are looking for 1-2 new members. Let us know if you’ve got 
time, energy and resources to contribute to this task group. 
You are welcome to come and observe us working on Zoom as 
a first step.

Rowena Davis (rdavis@rdaconsulting.net)
Kathy Lum (admin@systemscentered.com)

Ellen Punter (ellenzpunter@gmail.com)
Ben Schlaepfer (ben@mode2.com).

SCT – Sweden
The Swedish SCT Association (Svenska SCT-föreningen) has 
had a somewhat different year than usual. As the financial 
situation this year didn’t solidly support arranging the usual 
longer workshop in January, we made adjustments and decided 
to offer a one-day “Introduction to Functional Subgrouping” 
in Swedish. The ambition was to stay within the reality of 
available resources, and to try to lower the threshold as much 
as possible for people new to SCT to join in. 

We had a good-sized group of around 25 people, most 
completely new to SCT from a variety of backgrounds, which 
was nice. The workshop was planned by our Workshop 
Planning Group, in which we enjoyed good energy and a sense 
of taking definite steps in building our system. Some members 
also took up roles in the workshop that were containing in 
several ways. 

We are currently planning a follow-up one-day workshop 
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around Role-Goal-Context, and staying very curious at the 
edge of the unknown. 

The Board: Erika Ekedal (Erika.ekedal@gmail.com)
Sven-Erik Viskari (sven-erik.viskari@telia.com)

Åsa Bergquist Håål (asabhaal@gmail.com)
Björn Christensen (bjorn222@icloud.com).

SCT – York
The annual training event in York is taking a new step this 
year, as well as running well-established trainings. Let’s 
start with the staple offerings. First there is “Foundations of 
Systems-Centered Training” with Yvonne Agazarian and Mike 
Maher, to understand the theory, learn skills and learn to be a 
member. Next is the organizational track led by Susan Gantt, 

“Making Work Roles Work (for us and our organizations),” 
where members explore and apply SCT to the workplace. 
Both these tracks attract newcomers as well as members 
wanting to consolidate earlier learning. Container Training 
has also become an established intermediate track, initiated 
by Rowena Davis and now co-led with Juliet Koprowska. 
Members work within “Making Work Roles Work” to observe 
themselves and the system-as-a-whole. Ray Haddock will be 
leading  Intermediate Skills, as the first step on the road to 
making SCT a primary orientation. 

And now to the new. Another building block in SCT training, 
Mentor Training, is held regularly at York, so members wanting 
to work towards joining the Authority Issue Group (AIG) and 
on to Licensing have a complete pathway in Europe.   This 
year, Mentor Training is taking a rest, as the timing of the next 
AIG is sufficiently far ahead. Instead, Fran Carter and Annie 
MacIver are leading SCT Leadership Development, which 
will use members’ live case studies to collect data, look at 
communication patterns, and consider driving and restraining 
forces and which to weaken.  

So, overall we have an exciting program with a strong 
leadership group that will foster the development of ourselves 
and of the SCT community. Close to 70 people had signed up 
by the early bird  deadline of July 31st, including newcomers 
from the UK and Europe. If you have never come to York, give 
it some thought. One of the strengths of the workshop design 
is that the groups work separately for most of the day, and 
then join together for a large group at the end of each day. This 
means you have 4.5 solid days’ training in your chosen track. 

Added to that, the city of York is a wonderful environment, as 
we’re working in a beautiful and ancient building in a beautiful 
and ancient city. And it has good modern systems for transport, 
eating out, and accommodation, and outstanding ceramics 
collection in the art gallery right next door. Go to http://bit.ly/
SCTYork2017 for more information and to register.

Juliet Koprowska (juliet.koprowska@york.ac.uk)

.

New SCTRI Website!
www.systemscentered.com

We are happy to announce that the SCTRI 
website has been updated! The entire site is 
now more user-friendly on mobile devices. 
Most of the structure and content are similar 
to the old website. Here are some changes 
we’d like to point out: 

• The Training pages have a new look 
and there is now a “Calendar of All 
Events.” 

• There is a new feature called “File 
Sharing & Storage.” It works much 
like Dropbox. 

• SCTRI members can access the 
member directory, file sharing & 
storage, training materials, and 
online membership renewal on the 
Members page. 

As part of the update, the log in process was 
changed in April. 

If you attended the 2016 or 2017 Annual 
Conference, you already have a username 
and password. Click the blue “Login” link 
in the top right.  If you do not recall your 
password, click “Reset Password.” Enter your 
user name. Click “Send Reset Link” & follow 
the prompts.

If you did not attend the 2016 or 2017 
Conference, you will need to set up a new 
username and password. On the home page, 
click the blue “Create an Account” link in the 
top right. Enter your information and click the 
blue “Register” button. 

For questions or help, please contact  
support@systemscentered.com
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Certificates of Appreciation Presented at 
the 2017 Annual SCT Conference 
Norma Safransky: For pioneering the new Conference structure 
and for remaining in the Conference Co-Director role for four 
years, which provided continuity and a solid base for this year’s 
Co-Director system.

Rowena Davis: For pioneering the new Conference structure, 
providing continuity to the Conference Co-Director system 
and for strengthening the connection between the Conference 
system and the Web Group.

Susan Beren: For pioneering the new Conference structure and 
providing continuity to the Program Planning Group, resulting in 
a successful program for this year’s conference.

Mike Maher: For pioneering the new Conference structure 
and for providing continuity to the Program Planning Group, 
resulting in a successful program for this year’s conference.

Kathy Lum: For your guidance and support for the Conference 
Co-Directors, and for being our communications guru - taking up 
a wholehearted membership in the Conference Communications 
Group, and being an active and thoughtful liaison between the 
Conference system and the Web Group.

Jan Vadell: For providing guidance and support to the 
Conference Co-Directors, taking up wholehearted membership 
in the Program Planning Group and the Conference Atmosphere 
Team and for being an active and thoughtful liaison to the 
Fundraising Action Group.

Wayne Dorris: For your continuing work with the Conference 
Hospitality Group, providing structure and continuity as 
membership changed.

Joy Luther: For your many years of insightful and centering 
contributions to the work of the Board of Directors of SCTRI. 
Since 2004! It won’t be the same without you, and we wish you 
the best in your next adventures.

Sven-Erik Viskari: For your heart-felt and generous contributions 
to the work of the Board of Directors of SCTRI, since 2006. You 
often have your finger on the pulse of the unvoiced feeling in the 
group - you will be missed.

Dick Ganley: For your diligent and creative development of 
foundations for research on SCT in your Research Director role. 
Hang in there!

Web Group (Rowena Davis, Ben Schlaepfer, Ellen Punter, Kathy 
Lum): For successfully navigating the process of migrating the 
website to a mobile-friendly platform, resulting in a website that 
is up to date, attractive and efficient.

Endowment Group (Elaine Pratt, Deb Zeigler, Verena Murphy): 
For mobilizing vision, energy and enthusiasm toward the goal of 
creating an Endowment Fund for the Systems-Centered Training 
and Research Institute, and for exceeding the goal of $50,000.

Newsletter Group (Ray Haddock, Michael Robbins, Neal 
Spivack, Kitty Garlid, Verena Murphy, Jan Vadell): For 
continuing to work to produce Newsletters which are of high 
quality and highly readable, despite not having an Editor In 
Chief through 2016 and into 2017. Awesome!

Erik Sandström: For filming and producing the effective, high 
quality video “New Updates in Systems-Centered Theory,” 
Yvonne Agazarian’s important lecture at the 2016 York workshops.

Kay Hereford Voorhees: For your continued work on the Program 
Planning Group, with particular gratitude for your sustained 
and rigorous championing of the CE process.

Rick Campa: For your work in coordinating the licensing/
re-licensing process, taking up the role with enthusiasm and 
reliability, helping to make a complex process clear and focused.

Kirk Larson: For your continuing contribution in managing 
SCTRI funds with care and competence. Thank you!

Jim Peightel: For your responsive support of SCT, SCTRI 
and local institutions in proposing our first Community 
Scholarship candidate. You paved the way from a great idea to 
implementation.

.
Surprises, Learnings, Satisfactions 
and Dissatisfactions from the 2017 
Philadelphia Annual Conference
High satisfaction with the Conference, presenters and 
membership contributions. Particularly pleased with the 
maturing of the large group. Proud of SCTRI and SCT!

Yvonne Agazarian 
(agazarian@aol.com)

Morning Meditation - Marianne Bentzen
Learnings - I learned the difference between meditating in 

“stillness” and meditating with the body’s tiny movements. I 
learned how to take a “journey” through my body with my 
body doing the leading. My discovery is this is one way to live 
at the edge of the unknown with curiosity.

Foundation Group
I learned how to be behind my eyes. I am VERY satisfied I 
chose the Foundation Group for the second year. I am VERY 
satisfied with the changes in the structure of the Foundation 
Group.

Large Group 
I am Dissatisfied that as a member of the silent subgroup I did 
not cross the boundary into what we might be holding for the 
group-as-a-whole.  

Elaine Pratt 
(elainepratt35@gmail.com)
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A surprise, learning and great satisfaction from the workshop 
on Friday afternoon with Yvonne Agazarian - Context; role 
play in triad with Ray and Juliet.

Goal; learning to join someone who is in an old survival role 
(inner person survival).

I played out an old survival role and Ray tried to join me. From 
this old role I have it is very hard to reach me, I make the 
other work very hard (so kind of ‘hard to get’) To my surprise 
Ray kept this real curiosity how he could reach me, trying out 
different ways and each time checking if it was in the right 
direction or not. And in the end he managed to reach me and 
I felt a real opening of my boundary! It was only later at home 
that I discovered the impact of this exchange. 

After coming home from the Conference I was walking on 
the beach with my husband and we had a hard time to 
connect. I felt very alive and full of energy from the work 
at the Conference and wanted to connect with him but at 
that moment he was more living in his head and not really 
present. This is usually a trigger for me to become reactive. 
Yet I realized this would only bring us back in a familiar role-
lock. So instead, like Ray, I tried to be really curious about 
what was going on for him and to join him in the survival role 
he was in at that moment, checking if I got him or not. And I 
managed to reach him and to build with subgrouping. I was 
surprised how our subgroup deepened and brought me, and 
us, into new territory. I learned again how being curious and 
joining the difference opens the boundary on both sides and 
enhances a feeling of resonant connection and joy of exploring 
our experience apprehensively. This gives great satisfaction 
learning to build a system together. 

Thank you Ray, for your genuine curiosity and hanging in 
there, really wanting to learn how to reach a member in a 
particular inner-person survival role. And thank you Yvonne 
for the theoretical map of our person system. Slowly I learn 
to navigate the different system levels and how to contribute 
to the development of the system as a whole, in this case my 
partner relationship system.

Annick Nevejan 
(anevejan@xs4all.nl)

.
Recent Publications
Gantt, S.P., & Agazarian, Y.M. (2017). Systems-centered group 
therapy. International Journal of Group Psychotherapy, 67(sup1), 
S60-S70. doi: 10.1080/00207284.2016.1218768

Article written for a special issue celebrating the American 
Group Psychotherapy Association’s (AGPA) 75th anniversary. 
Now available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00207284.2
016.1218768

Billman, K., & Engquist, C. (2017). Teaming: Grupputveckling 
i praktiken (Teaming: Group development in practice). Lund, 
Sweden: Studentlitteratur AB.

.
Training Completion Certificates  
Presented at the 2017 Annual SCT  
Conference
Newly Re-Licensed 
Susan Beren

Intermediate Skills Training 
Arjan ten Broecke 
Jonas Forsmark 
Klas Grimlund 
Karin Hamers 
Leighton Hodges 
Tommy Rogers 
Mohan Sikka 
Yolanda van der Poel

Mentor Training 
Cecilia Duberg 
Jesper Hermansson 
Karola Högberg 
Akane Kamozawa 
Ole Rischel 
Dan Tuffy

.
Recent Presentations
SCT was well-represented at the American Group Psychotherapy 
Association (AGPA) annual meeting in New York City, March 
2017.

• Two-Day Institute led by Susan Gantt, Systems-Centered’s 
Functional Subgrouping and its Neurobiology

• Half-Day Open Session led by Yvonne Agazarian, 
Susan Gantt, Phyllis Goltra & Les Greene (Chair) 
A Systems-Centered View of Trauma and Annihilation 
Anxiety in the Systems of Person, Small Groups and Large 
Groups

• All-Day Workshop led by Yvonne Agazarian 
Systems-Centered Phases of Group Development in Small 
and Median Groups

• Principles of Group Psychotherapy distance 
learning lecture led by Susan Gantt 
General Systems in Group Therapy (for those applying to 
be Certified Group Therapists)

Susan Gantt was the keynote speaker for the Houston Group 
Psychotherapy Society Annual Institute in April 2017 with 
an institute titled Systems-Centered Therapy (SCT) and its 
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Interpersonal Neurobiology: Lowering Scapegoating & 
Developing Our Social Brains.

Susan Gantt was an invited speaker at the Systemic 
Leadership Summit, a webinar in January 2017, with a segment 
titled Seeing Systems – Systems-Centered Training (http://
systemicleadershipsummit.com/).

.
Member News
Neal Spivack, Past-President of the Eastern Group 
Psychotherapy Society was recently honored by EGPS for:

“Your vision, commitment, warmth and leadership style have 
contributed significantly to the field of group psychotherapy 
and EGPS.”

.
Meet a Colleague…      
(Victoria Mackay was interviewed by Verena Murphy for this 
article)

Meet Victoria Mackay: she lives in Lyttelton, a small, beautiful 
port town on the east coast of New Zealand’s South Island. She 
attended the 2017 Conference in Philadelphia for the first time.

Victoria was introduced to the basic theory and concept 
of SCT by a good friend, John Parkes who, before moving 
back home to New Zealand, spent many years working as a 
psychotherapist in London, where he meet and began training 
with Yvonne Agazarian, Fran Carter and Ray Haddock.

Victoria and John enjoyed sharing conversations around the 
concepts and ideas of humans, human nature and relationships, 
what makes us tick and how we can better make sense of who 
we are and how we function in the world. She states that John 
spoke often and with immense passion for SCT, and how it had 
influenced his life in a positive way.

John inspired Victoria to attend this year’s Conference through 
a recent conversation about her life, the curve balls she had 
been thrown and her journey to move through them, accept 
them and find some kind of peace with them.  She had shared 
what had helped her on a personal level and he quickly 
identified that her thinking, curiosity and approach had 
similarities to the theory of SCT, unknown in New Zealand.

Victoria is attempting to apply her Conference learnings and 
core values of SCT in her everyday life at home, and at work:  
she views SCT as a powerful tool applicable to every aspect 
of the human experience, no matter how big or small, both 
within ourselves outside ourselves. 

The most powerful piece she will carry from her experience 

of SCT is that our personal power, peace and happiness is 
found in staying present at any given moment by connection 
to ourselves and others  through the body’s feelings and 
emotions. She stated: “We have the power to transform our 
greatest fears and most challenging moments into something 
of beauty and opportunity if we can remember to stay present, 
curious and open. The discomfort that is often associated with 
this is crucial to the process as long as we can allow it, not 
deny it. This requires honesty, bravery and vulnerability from 
this place authenticity, empathy and connection can happen 
on so many levels.” 

She continued: “I would like to personally thank John for the 
opportunity he gave me. To Yvonne and all of you who, with 
whom I attended the conference.  I made many new friends, 
connections and was granted a new perspective and new way 
of looking at life and the world for the better.  I will carry this 
with me for life.”

Verena Murphy 
(vmchgg@hotmail.com

.
Welcome New SCTRI Members!
Sonja Anderson • Duluth, Minnesota, US

Hannelore Bruns • Giessen, Germany

Barry Bussewitz • Petaluma, California, US

Bryna Dye • Austin, Texas, US

Bruce Flagg • San Francisco, California, US

Adam Frankel • New York, New York, US

Courtney Giboi • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US

Brian Gieringer • Atlanta, Georgia, US

Juwayriah Hassan • Brooklyn, New York, US

Jon Hasselqvist • Stockholm, Sweden

Jeanette Hollenberg • Heemstede, Netherlands

Christina Lihagen • Örebro, Sweden

Alberto Pennella • Tinajo, Las Palmas, Spain

Rebecka Schüller • Stockholm, Sweden

Martijn van der Meer • Netherlands

Nancy Weiss • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US 

Tor Wennerberg • Stockholm, Sweden

.
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS
2018 SCT ANNUAL CONFERENCE

From Conflict to Collaboration: Moving from 
“Us vs. Them” to “We”

SAN FRANCISCO
Kabuki Hotel, Japantown 

April 7 – 13, 2018

Watch the website for details, program and 
registration information

www.systemscentered.com

Announcing New Systems-Centered Videos!
The Edge of the Unknown - A new video talking about SCT theory, its use 
and its emergence.  Created by Celia Duburg and Erik Sandstrom, Lionmind 

Productions, 2016

Role Systems: Inductions, Role-Locks and Repairs.   
Yvonne Agazarian 

Workshop at SCT Conference 2017 in Philadelphia

Updates on SCT Theory.   
Yvonne Agazarian 

Lecture at the 2016 SCT Workshop at York, UK

Inner Person, Inter-Person and Whole Person: Your Roles Signal Which 
System You’re In.  

Susan Gantt 
Workshop at SCT Conference 2016 in San Francisco
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Upcoming Training Opportunities
AnnuAl SyStemS-Centered trAining Week - york, uk

September 11-15: 
Foundation, Organizational Consultancy & Leadership Development

September 10-15: 
Intermediate Skills & Container Training 

SCt AnnuAl ConferenCe – SAn frAnCiSCo
Weekend Institute: April 7-8 • Conference: April 9-13

Details on the web at
www.systemscentered.com


